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Abstract 
Reps, T., Algebraic properties of program integration, Science of Computer Programming 17 
(1991) 139-215. 
The need to integrate several versions of a program into a common one arises frequently, but it 
is a tedious and time consuming task to merge programs by hand. The program-integration 
algorithm proposed by Horwitz, Prins, and Reps provides a way to create a semantics-based tool 
for integrating a base program with two or more variants. The integration alg,orithm is based on 
the assumption that any change in the behavior, rather than the text, of a program variant is 
significant and must be incorporated in the merged program. An integration system based on this 
algorithm will determine whether the variants incorporate interfering changes, and, if they do 
not, create an integrated program that includes all changes as well as all features of the base 
program that are preserved in all variants. To determine this information, the algorithm employs 
a program representation that is similar to the program dependence graphs Lhat have been used 
previously in vectorizing and parallelizing compilers. 
This paper studies the algebraic properties of the program-integration operation, such as whether 
there are laws of associativity and distributivity. (For example, in this context associativity means: 
“If three variants of a given base are to be integrated by a pair of two-variant integrations., the 
same result is produced no matter which two variants are integrated first.“) To answer such 
questions, we reformulate the Horwitz-Prins-Reps integration algorithm as an operation in a 
Brouwerian algebra constructed from sets of dependence graphs. (A Brouwerian algebra is a 
distributive lattice with an operation a L b characterized by a 2 b c c iff a cr b LJ c.) In this algebra, 
the program-integration operation can be defined solely in terms of U, fl, and I. By making use 
of the rich set of algebraic laws that hold in Brouwerian algebras, we have established a number 
of the integration operation’s algebraic properties. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. The program-integration problem 
The need to integrate several versions of a program into a common one arises 
frequently, but it is a tedious and time consuming task to merge programs by hand. 
Given a program P and a set of variants of P- created, say, by modifying separate 
copies of P-the goal is to determine whether the modifications interfere, and, if 
they do not, to create an integrated program that includes all changes as well as all 
features of P that are preserved in all variants [lo]. Opportunities for program 
integration arise in many situations: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A system may be “customized” by a user while simultaneously being upgraded 
by a maintainer. When the next release of the system is sent to the user, he 
must integrate his customized version of the system and the newly released 
version with respect o ihe earlier release so as to incorporate both his customiz- 
ations and the upgrades. 
While systems are being created, program development is often a cooperative 
activity that involves multiple programmers. If a task can be decomposed into 
independent pieces, the different aspects of the task can be developed and tested 
independently by different programmers. However, if such a decomposition is 
not possible, the members of the programming team must work with multiple, 
separate copies of the source files, and the different versions of the files must 
ultimately be integrated to produce a common version. 
Suppose a tree or dag of related versions of a program exists (to support different 
machines or different operating systems, for instance), and the goal is to make 
the same enhancement or bug-fix to all of them. For example, if the change is 
made to the root version-by manually modifying a copy of the root program- 
the process of installing the change in all other versions requires a succession 
of program integrations. 
Anyone who has had to reconcile divergent lines of development will recognize 
these situations and appreciate the need for automatic assistance. 
At present, the only available tools for integration implement an operation for 
merging files as strings of text, such as the UNIX’ utility dim. This approach has 
the advant&rge that the current tools are as applicable to merging documents, data 
files, and other text objects as they are to merging programs. However, these tools 
are necessarily of limited utility for integrating programs because the manner in 
which two programs are merged is not safe-one has no guarantees abcut the way 
the program that results from a purely textual merge behaves in relation to the 
behaviors of the programs that are the arguments to the merge. For example, if one 
variant contains changes only on lines 5-10, while the other variant contains changes 
only on lines 15-20, dif3 would deem these changes to be interference-free; however, 
’ UNIX is a Trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
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just because changes are made at different places in a program is no reason to 
believe that the changes are free of undesirable interactions. The merged program 
produced by such a tool must, therefore, be checked carefully for conflicts that 
might have been introduced by the merge.’ 
Our goal is to design a semantics-based tool for program integration. We want a 
tool that-given program Base and two variants A and B-makes use of knowledge 
of the programming language to determine whether the changes made to Base to 
produce A and B have undesirable semantic interactions; only if there is no such 
interference should the tool produce a merged program M. 
While our long-term goal is to design such a tool for a full-fledged programming 
language, for now we are using a simplified model of the program-integration 
problem so as to make it amenable to theoretical study. This model possesses the 
essential features of the problem, and thus permits us to conduct our studies without 
being overwhelmed by inessential details. Our integration model has the following 
characteristics: 
(1) 
(2) 
1 
We restrict our attention to the integration of programs written in a simple 
programming language that has only assignment statements, conditional state- 
ments, while loops, and final output statements (called end statements); by 
definition, only those variables listed in the end statement have values in the 
final state. The language does not include input statements; however, a program 
can use a variable before assigning to it, in which case the variable’s value 
comes from the initial state. 
When an integration algorithm is applied to base program Base and variant 
programs A and B, and if integration succeeds-producing program M-then 
for any initial state u on which Base, A, and B all terminate normally,’ M r--1st 
have the following properties: 
(i) M terminates normally on U. 
(ii) For any variable x that has final value u after executing A on cr, and either 
no final value or a different final value U’ after executing Base on U, x has 
final value v after executing M on u (i.e., M agrees with A on x). 
(iii) For any variable y that has final value v after executing B on a, and either 
no final value or a different final value v’ after executing Base on a, y has 
final value v after executing M on (z (i.e., M agrees with B on y). 
(iv) For any variable z that has the same final vaiuc v after executing Base, A, 
and B on a, z has final value v after executing M on c (i.e., M agrees 
with Base, A, and B on z). 
Several managers in industry have told me that their mechanism to avoid integration conflicts is _. 
based on the modular structure of systems. They assign overall responsibility for a given module of a 
system to a particular programmer, and institute a policy that any changes to a module must be cleared 
with the person responsible. However, the notion that module boundaries protect against interference- 
even in conjunction with the above policy- is as flawed as the notion used in dij3. Both rely the incorrect 
assumption that “disjoint changes are interference free”. 
3 There are two ways in which a program may fail to terminate normally on some initial state: (I) 
the program contains a non-terminating loop, or (2) a fault occurs, such as division by zero. 
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(3) Program M is to be created only from components that occur in programs Base, 
A, and B. 
A more informal statement of Property (2) is: changes in the behavior of A and 
B with respect to Base must be incorporated in the integrated program, along with 
the unchanged behavior of all three. 
Properties (1) and (3) are sylrltactic restrictions that limit the scope of the integra- 
tion problem. Property (2) defines the model’s semantic criterion for integraLI;;. 
and interference. Any program M that satisfies Properties (l), (2), and (3) integrates 
Base, A, and B; if no such program exists then A and B interfere with respect to 
Base. However, Property (2) is not decidable, even under the restrictions given by 
Properties (1) and (3); consequently, any program-integrafion algorithm will some- 
times fail to produce an integrated program-and report interference-even though 
there is actually no interference (i.e., even when there is some program that meets 
the criteria given above). 
1.2. The Horwitz-Prins-Reps algorithm for program integration 
The first algorithm that meets the requirements given above was given by Horwitz, 
Prins, and Reps in [lo]. Thus, that algorithm-referred to hereafter as the HPR 
algorithm-is the first algorithm fop- semantics-based program-integration. 
The HPR algorithm represents a fundamental advance over text-based program- 
integration algorithms, and provides the first step in the creation of a theoretical 
foundation for building a semantics-based program-integration tool, Changes in 
behavior (in the sense of Property (2) above) rather than changes in text are detected, 
and are incorporated in the integrated program. Although it is undecidable to 
determine whether a program modification actually leads to a change in program 
behavior, it is possible to determine a safe approximation by comparing each of 
the variants with the original program Base. To determine this information, the 
HPR algorithm employs a program representation that is similar to the program 
dependence graphs that have been used previously in vectorizing and parallelizing 
compilers [5,145. It makes use of an operation on these graphs called program 
slickg [ 19,281 to find potentially changed computations. The HPR algorithm is 
summarized in Section 2, which also presents an example of an integration. (Full 
details-and a more extensive example-can be found in [ 101.) 
This paper concerns not the HPR algorithm, but a close relative of it. (The revised 
integration algorithm is presented in Section 3.) We investigate the algorithm’s 
algebraic properties, which are of particular interest when dealing with compcsitions 
of integrations. For example, if three variants of a given base program are to be 
integrated by a pair of (two-variant) integrations, it is important to know whether 
there is a law of associativity to guarantee that it does not matter which two variants 
are integrated first. (Such a law does hold; it is formulated as Theorem 4.4 and 
proven in Section 4.2.) 
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Although the capabilities of our current integration algorithms are severely limited, 
recent research has made progress towards extending the set of language constructs 
to which they apply [9,11]. Our hope is that such extensions will share with the 
basic integration algorithm a common set of algebraic properties. However, we 
would like to avoid having to re-prove that each property holds every time we 
enhance our techniques. Instead, we would like to have a framework that would 
not only let us establish the algebraic properties of program integration, but would 
also allow us to show that a new algorithm possesses these properties merely by 
demonstrating that the algorithm meets the conditions of the framework. This paper 
uses lattice theory to provide such a framework. 
1.3. An overview of the contents 
A novel feature of our study is the use of Brouwerian algebra, rather than, for 
example, Boolean algebra or relational algebra. A Brouwerian algebra [16] is a 
distributive lattice with a pseudo-diflerence operation, a 2 b, characterized by a 2 bl= 
c iff a c b ll c (see Section 3). The connection between program integration and 
Brouwerian algebra is made as follows: we introduce a Brouwerian algebra construc- 
ted from sets of dependence graphs; in this algebra, the program-integration 
operation can be expressed solely in terms of the operations ll, U, and L. 
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 
(1) It establishes a number of algebraic properties that hold for the integration 
operation. These investigations make use of the rich set of algebraic laws that 
hold in Brouwerian algebras. 
(2) It provides a lattice-theoretic framework for studying the common properties of 
different integration algorithms. The operation we define to integrate elements 
of a Brouwerian algebra is expressed purely in terms of U, ll, and I, and thus 
has an analogue in all Brouwerian algebras. The properties of the integration 
operation are established using only algebraic identities and inequaIities, and 
thus the results obtained hold for all Brouwerian algebras. Consequently, to 
show that a proposed program-integration algorithm shares these properties, 
one merely has to show that the algorithm can be formulated as an integration 
operation in some Brouwerian algebra. 
(3) It identifies a new criterion for program integration, based on the operation in 
our framework that is the dual of the integration operation. 
The paper is divided into seven sections and three appendices. Section 2 provides 
an overview of the HPR algorithm for program integration. It also ~eq,iews the results 
that were established in [22,25] concerning the semantic properties of a program 
that results from an integration. Readurs familiar with the HPR algorithm can skip 
directly to Section 3, which introduces the concepts from lattice theory on which 
this paper’s results are based. Section 3.1 discusses the considerations that lead us 
to reformulate the HPR algorithm as an operation in a Brouwerian algebra. Section 
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3.2 &fines a lattice constructed from sets of dependence-graph slices and shows 
that it forms a Brouwerian algebra. Section 3.3 discusses the relationship between 
Brouwerian and Boolean algebras. Section 3.4 defines the operation to integrate 
elements of a Brouwerian algebra. Section 3.5 discusses how this operation-in the 
lattice of dependence-graph slice sets defined in Section 3.2-relates to the HPR 
algorithm. 
In Section 4, the alge:traic framewor’; frdn, Section 3 is used to pose and settle 
three questions CCG , 1.. *:tug properties of the integration operation. Section 4.2 gives 
the proof of an asI -- col.;tive law for the integration operation; it also defines a 
generalization of the ;:iegration operation to one that simultaneously integrates 
more than two variants with a given base element. Section 4.3 addresses the question 
of whether there is an integrand compatible with a given base basz, integrand a, 
and result m. This problem is related to one of the applications of program integra- 
tion, that of separating consecutive edits on some base program into individual edits 
on the base program. Section 4.4 concerns a similar question; it looks at the question 
of whether there is a base element that is compatible with given integrands a and 
6, and resurm. 
Section 5 concerns double Brouwerian algebras-Brouwerian algebras whose 
duals are also Brouwerian algebras. It introduces the quotient operation, which is 
the dual of the pseudo-difference operation. Zn Section 5.2, it is shown that the 
lattice of dependence-graph slice sets from Section 3.2 is a double Brouwerian 
algebra. Section 5.3 concerns the operation that is the dual of the integration 
operation, and shows how the two operations are related. Section 5.4 re-examines 
the question of when there is an integrand compatible with a given base base, 
integrand a, and result m and extends the result from Section 4.3. 
Section 6 concerns more pragmatic issues. Section 6.1 describes a system that 
implements the ideas discussed in the paper. Section 6.2 describes how the ideas 
from this paper may make it possible to eliminate a restriction that is part of the 
HPR algorithm. The HPR algorithm assumes that a special program editor is used 
to create the program variants from the base program: the editor provides a tagging 
capability so that common statements and predicates can be identified in different 
versions. (The assumption is stated fully at the beginning of Section 2.2.) As discussed 
in Section 6.2, it is possible to construct Brouwerian algebras whose elements are 
sets of dependence graphs that do not have tags on their components. Using sets 
of untagged dependence graphs would eliminate the necessity of supporting program 
integration by a closed system; instead, it would be possible to handle programs 
created using ordinary text editors. (The drawback of this approach is that it entails 
additional costs for finding the program that corresponds to the set of dependence 
graphs that result from an integration.) 
Section 7 discusses the relationship of the work described in this paper to previous 
work on program integration. 
To make the paper self-contained, there are three appendices that concern the 
basic algebraic laws that hold for elements of Brouwerian algebras. Appendix A 
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covers the algebraic laws that hold among the operations LJ, I’l, and A in a Brouwerian 
algebra. Appendix B concerns the basic algebraic laws for the operation to integrate 
elements of a Brouwerian algebra. Appendix C gives a few laws that relate the 
operations I.-J, tl, + and + in a double Brouwerian algebra. Thus, it may be helpful 
to scan the appendices in conjunction with Sections 3, 4, and 5. (Throughout the 
body of the paper, when a law given in one of the appendices is used to justify a 
step of a proof, it is referred to by the number given for the law in the appropriate 
appendix.) 
2. Overview of the WR algorithm for program integration 
This section provides an overview of the HPR algorithm, which uses program 
dependence graphs to integrate programs [lo]. It summarizes parts of [ 101, which 
contains a comprehensive description of the HPR algorithm. This summary is 
presented here because it is the starting point from which our new techniques are 
deveioped. 
The integration of A and B with respect to Base requires combining three 
structures: d (A, Base), A( B, Base), and Pre( A, Base, B), where A(A, Base) and 
A( B, Base) represent potentially changed computations of A and B with respect to 
Base, respectively, and Pre(A, Bas2, B) represents computations that are preserved 
in all three. To determine this information, the HPR algorithm employs graphs that 
represent the dependences between program elements. 
2.1. Program dependence graphs and program slicing 
The program dependence graphs used by the HPR algorithm are similar to those 
used previousl;f for representing programs in vectorizing and paralleiizing compilers 
[S, 141. Difkrent definitions of program dependence representations have been 
given, depending on the intended application, but all are variations on a theme 
introduced in [ 135 and share the common feature of having an explicit representation 
of data dependences (see below). The “program dependence graphs” defined in [5] 
introduced the additional feature of an explicit representation for control dependen- 
ces (see below).4 
Definition 2.1. A directed graph G consists of a set of vertices V(G) and a set of 
edges E(G). Each edge 6 + c E. E(G), where b, c E V(G), is directed from 6 to c; 
we say that 6 is the source of the edge and that c is the target. 
’ The definition of program dependence graph given here (which is taken from [IO]) differs from that 
of [5] in two ways. First, our definition covers only the restricted language described earlier, and hence 
is less general than the one given in [ 51. Second, because of the particular needs of the program-integration 
problem, we omit certain classe.. of data dependence edges and define one additional class. However, 
the structures we define and those defined in [S] share the feature of explicitly representing both control 
and data dependences; for this reason, despite their differences, we refer to our graphs as “program 
dependence graphs”, borrowing the term from [5]. 
As explained below, the vertices and edges of the directed graphs used in this 
paper are also labeled with some additional information. 
Definition 2.2. A program dependence graph (or PDG) for program P is a directed 
graph whose vertices are connected by several kinds of edges. The assignment 
statements and control predicates of P are represented by vertices of the graph; 
these vertices are labeled with the text of the associated statement or predicate. In 
addition, there are three other kinds of vertices (which are labeled appropriately): 
there is a distinguished vertex called the entry vertex; there is an initial-dejinition 
vertex for each variable that may be used before being defined; and there is a 
jinal-use vertex for each variable named in B’s end statement. There are four kinds 
of edges in a PDG: control dependence edges, loop +depevrdent flow dependence edges, 
loop-carriedflow dependence edges, and def-order dependence edges. (See Definitions 
2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.) The latter three kinds of edges are referred to collectively as the 
gray: h’s 1ula dependence edges. 
program 
sum := 0; 
x := 1; 
whilex c 11 do 
sum:=sum+x; 
x:=x+1 
end 
end(x, sum) 
Fig. 1. An example program, which sums the integers from 1 to 10 and leaves the result in the variable 
sum, and its program dependek-ce graph. The boldface arrows represent control dependence dges, solid 
arrows represent loop-indei;endent flow dependence edges, solid arrows with a hash mark represent 
loop-carried flow dependence edges, and dashed arrows represent def-order dependence edges. 
Example. Figure 1 shows an example program and its program dependence graph. 
The source of a control dependence edge is ither the entry vertex or a predicate 
vertex and each edge is labeled either true or false. A control dependence edge from 
vertex v to vertex w means (roughly) that during execution, whenever the predicate 
represented by v is evaluated and its value matches the label on the edge to w, then 
the program component represented by w will eventually be executed.’ 
’ A method for determining control dependence dges for arbitrary programs is given in [S]; however, 
because we are assuming that programs include only assignment, conditional, and while statements, the 
control dependence edges can be determined in a much simpler fashion. For the language under 
consideration here, the control dependence edges essentially respresent he program’s nesting structure. 
Th; . simplification is reflected in Definition 2.3. 
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Definition 2.3. A program dependence graph for program P coniains a control 
dependence edge with source u and target w, denoted by t, +E W, ifI one of the 
following holds: 
(1) v is the entry vertex, and w represents a component of P that is not nested 
within any control predicate; these edges are labeled true. 
(2) v represents a control predicate, and w represents a component of P rlesded 
immediately within the control construct whose predicate is represented by 21. 
If v is the predicate of a while-loop, the edge v *C w is labeled true; if v is the 
predicate of a conditional statement, the edge v -Jo w is labeled true or false 
according to whether w occurs in the then branch or the else branch, respectively. 
A data dependence edge with source v and target w means (roughly) that the 
program’s behavior might change if the relative order of the components represented 
by v and w were reversed. 
Definition 2.4. A program dependence graph for program P contains a flow depen- 
dence edge with source v and target w, denoted by v -)f w, iff v represents an 
assignment o a variable x and to represents a use of x reached by v. The edge is 
hop carried, denoted by v -+lC( PI w, if v and w are both nested within a loop L, the 
predicate vertex of loop L is p, and v reaches w along a path in the control-flow 
graph for program P that includes the back-edge of loop L; otherwise the edge is 
loop independent, denoted by v *Ii w. (Initial definitions of variables are considered 
to occur at the beginning of the control-flow graph for P, and final uses of variables 
are considered to occur at the end of the graph.) 
Definition 2.5. A program dependence graph for program P contains a decf”-order 
dependence edge with source v, target w, and witness u, denoted by v 3dO( “I w, iff 
(1) v and w both represent assignments to the same variable x, (2) there exist flow 
dependences vhf u and w -jf u, (3) v and w are in the same branch of any 
conditional statement hat encloses both of them. and (4) v lexically precedes W. 
Definition 2.6. Let s be a vertex of program dependence graph G. The slice of G 
with respect to S, denoted by G/s, is a graph containing all vertices on which s has 
a transitive flow or control dependence (i.e., all vertices that can reach s via flow 
or control edges): 
w- 
V(G/S)A{F,E V(G)~w-+s}. 
We extend the definition to a set of vertices S = Ui si as follows: 
v(G/‘S)= V(G/(IJisi))‘IJi V(G/si)a 
It is useful to define V( G/v) = 0 for any v e V(G). The edges in the graph G/S 
are essentially those in the subgraph of G induced by V( G/S), with the exception 
that a def-order edge v +do( U) w is only included if, in addition to v and W, V(G/S) 
also contains the witness-vertex u. In terms of the four types of edges in a program 
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dependence graph we have: 
E(G/S)~((u-+, W)E E(G)lu, WE WGIS)) 
u{(u+li w)~E(G)lo, WE V(G/S)I 
u{(~-q&~~(G)Iv= VW/S)) 
u{(u +do(.) w) E E(G) 1 u, v, w E VW/S)). 
Example. Figure 2 shows the graph that results from slicing the program dependence 
graph from Fig. 1 with respect to the final-use vertex for x, together with the program 
to which it corresponds. 
program 
x -= 1. .  
whilex c 11 do 
x:=x+1 
end 
end(x) 
Fig. 2. The graph that results from slicing the example from Fig. 1 with respect 
for x, togc!her with the program to which it corresponds. 
to the final-use vertex 
The significance of a slice is that it captures a portion of a program’s behavior 
in the sense that, for any initial state on which the program halts, the program and 
the slice compute the same sequence of values for each element of the slice [22]. 
In our case a program point can be (1) an assignment statement, (2) a control 
predicate, or (3) a final use of a variable in an end statement. Because a statement 
or control predicate can be reached repeatedly in a program, by “computing the 
same sequence of values for each element of the slice” we mean the following: (1) 
for any assignment statement he same sequence of values are assigned to the target 
variable; (2) for a predicate the same sequence of boolean values are produced; 
and (3) for each final use the same value for the variable is produced. 
Theorem 2.7 (Slicing Theorem [22]). Let Q be a slice of program P with respect to a 
set of vertices. If u is a state on which P halts, then for any state cr’ that agrees with 
u on all variables for which there are initial-definition vertices in Go: ( 1) Q halts on 
o’, (2) P and Q compute the same sequence of values at each program point of Q, and 
(3) the fznal states agree on all variables for which there are final-use vertices in Go. 
2.2. An algorithm for integrating programs 
One of the requirements of the HPR algorithm is that program components (i.e., 
statements and predicates) must be tagged so that corresponding components can 
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be identified in all three versions. Component tags can be provided 
edi tor that obeys the following conventions: 
bY a special 
(1) When a copy of a program is made-e.g., when a copy of Base is made in order 
to create a new variant-each component in the copy is given the same tag as 
the corresponding component in the original program. 
(2) The operations on program components supported by the editor are insert, 
delete, and move. A newly inserted component is given a previously unused 
tag; the tag of a component that is deleted is never reused; a component that 
is moved from one position to another retains its tag. 
(3) The tags on components persist across different editing sessions and machines. 
(4) Tags are allocated by a single server, so that two different editors cannot allocate 
the same new tag. 
A tagging facility meeting these requirements can be supported by language-based 
editors, such as those that can be created by such systems as MENTOR [3], 
GANDALF [IS], and the Synthesizer Generator.’ 
Component tags furnish the means for identifying how the program-dependence- 
graph vertices in different versions correspond. It is the tags that are used to determine 
“identical” vertices when operations are performed using vertices from different 
program dependence graphs. For instance, when we speak below of “identical 
slices”, where the slices are actually taken in different graphs (e.g., ( GBaJv) = 
(GA/u)), we mean that the slices are isomorphic under the mapping provided by 
the editor-supplied tags. 
Remark. Except where we wish to emphasi. zz which program components have the 
same tag, we do not indicate program-component tags in our examples. When we 
do indicate program-component ags, the tag is placed between square brackets to 
the left of the component (e.g., [3] z := y). For all examples in which tags are not 
indicated explicitly, our convention is that components in different programs that 
have the same text also have the same tag. 
The first step of the program-integration algorithm determines the slices of A and 
B that are changed from Base and the slices of Base that are preserved in both A 
and B; the second step combines these slier- to form the merged graph G,; the 
third step tests G M for interference. 
Step 1: Determining changed and preserved slices 
Let GHatr , GA, and GR denote the program dependence graphs for programs 
Base, A, and B, respectively. By Theorem 2.7, if the siice of variant Gn at vertex v 
’ The Synthesizer Generator is a Trademark of Gramma Tech, Inc. 
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differs from the slice of GRa.,e at v, then GA and Ge,,, might compute different 
values at v. In other words, vertex v is a site that potentially exhibits changed 
behavior in the two programs. Thus, we define the ufcctedpoints of GA with respect 
to G~ase, denoted by A&J,,, , to be the subset of vertices of GA whose slices in 
G BasP and GA differ: 
Ah.~a.sc+~ VG)I(GB,.~~IW (GA/V)). 
We define APs,s,,_ similarly. It follows that the slices GA/APA,Base and GB/APB,Base 
capture all the slices of A and B (respectively) that differ from Base, and so we 
make the following definitions: 
A (A, Base) L GA/ APA, Base, 
A( B, Base) 4 GB/APB, BnsC. 
A vertex that has the same slice in all three programs is guaranteed to exhibit the 
same behavior. Thus, we define the preserved points of GB,,, , denoted by PPA,Base,B, 
to be the subset of vertices of GBase with identical slices in GBase, GA, and GB. 
ppA, Base, B ‘{VE V(GBa.~e))(GA/V)=(GB,.~,/V)=(GBIV)}* 
The slices common to Base, A, and B (i.e., the slices unchanged in both A and B) 
are captured by the slice GB,,%,/ PPA,B,,,,B, and so we make the following definition: 
Pre(A, Base, B) B GBa.srIPPA.Ba.w.s* 
Stated another way, Pre(A, Base, B) consists of the union of the slices that are 
identical in all three graphs. 
Step 2: Forming the merged graph 
Definition 2.8. Given directed graphs GA = ( VA, EA) and GB = ( VB, En), whose 
vertices might have some tags in common, the graph union of GA and GB, denoted 
by GA u, GB, is defined as 
The merged graph G,,,, is formed by taking the graph union of the slices that 
characterize the changed behavior of A, the changed behavior of B, and behavior 
of Base preserved in both A and B: 
G&$ A(A, Base) u, Pre(A, Base, B) ug A(B, Base). 
Step 3 : Testing for interference 
There are two possible ways by which the graph GM can fail to represent a 
satisfactory integrated program; we refer to them as “Type I interference” and 
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“Type II interference”. The criterion for Type I interference is based on a comparison 
of slices of GA, GB, and G&f. The slices G&4PA,Bosp and GB/APB,Ba.s, represent 
the changed slices of A and B, respectively. There is Type I interference if GM does 
not preserve these slices; that is, there is Type I interference if either 
or 
The final step of the HPF. algorithm involves reconstituting a program from the 
merged program dependence graph. However, it is possible that there is no such 
program-the merged graph can be an infeasible program dependence graph; this 
is Type II interference. (The reader is referred to [lo] for a discussion of reconstruct- 
ing a program from the merged program dependence graph and the inherent 
difficulties of this problem.) 
If neither kind of interference occurs, a program whose program dependence 
graph is G,,,, is returned as the result of the integration operation. 
Example. The following example (Table 1) illustrates the HPR algorithm. The tags 
on statements are noted between square brackets. This example illustrates one 
subtlety of the HPR algorithm: an insertion made in one integrand can “override” 
Table 1 
A Base B A(A, Base) Pre(A, Base, B) A(B. Base) A [Base IB 
program program program 0 program program program 
[l]x:=O [11x :=o; [11x := 0; [11x :=o [l]x:=O; [l]x:=O; 
end(x) [21 y :=x 121 y :=x; end(x) [2] y :=x; [2] p :=x; 
endk y) 131 z :=y [3]z:=y [3] z := y 
end(x. y, 4 end(:) end(x, z) 
a deletion in the other integrand. In the example given above, the insertion of 
statement z := y in integrand B overrides the deletion of y := x from integrand A 
because z := y uses the value assigned to y by y .- *- x. Note that the deletion from A 
of the final use of y does not get overridden. 
2.3. Semantic properties of the integrated program 
The following theorem, Theorem 2.9, characterizes the execution behavior of the 
integrated program produced by the HPR algorithm in terms of the behaviors of 
the base program and the two variants [22,25]. It shows that the integrated program 
produced by the HPR algorithm incorporates the changed behaviors of both variants 
A and B (with respect tci base program Base) as well as the unchanged behavior 
of A, f?, and Base. Thus, the HPR algorithm meets the semantic criterion of the 
integration model that was introduced in Section 1.1. 
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Theorem 2.9 (Integration Theorem [22,25]). If programs A and B are two non- 
interfering variants of Base, and program M is the result of integrating A and B with 
respect o Base, then for any initial state u on which A, B, and Base all halt, 
(1) M haits on CT. 
(2) If x is a variable defined in thejnal state of A for which the$nal states of A 
and Base disagree, then the final state of M agrees with the final state of A on x 
(3) If y is a variable defined in the final state of B for which the final states of B 
and Base disagree, then the final state of M agrees with the$nal state of B on y. 
(4) If z is a variable on which the final states of A, B, and Base agree, then the 
jnal state of M agrees with the jnal state of Base on z. 
3. Using lattice theory to describe program integration 
In unpublished work, Susan Horwitz and I found proofs of several algebraic 
properties of the HPR algorithm. However, because of the many different types of 
elements that occur in dependence graphs, the proofs by which these results were 
established were very involved, containing many sub-cases and argument by reductio 
ad absurdum. 
This section introduces the means by which these complications are side-stepped. 
In motivating the new approach, it is necessary to introduce three different-but 
related-partially ordered sets. A close relative of the HPR integration algorithm 
is expressed as an operation in the last of these, which is a Brouwerian algebra 
constructed from sets of dependence-graph slices. This formulation allows us to 
give proofs of the integration algorithm’s algebraic properties by simple manipula- 
tions of formulae; in these proofs, we make use of the rich set of algebraic laws-both 
identities and inequalities -that hold in Brouwerian algebras. 
3.1. Motivation 
To understand the considerations that lead us to reformulate the HPR algorithm 
as an operation in a Brouwerian algebra, consider how Pre(A, Base, B) was charac- 
terized in Section 2.2: “Pre(A, Base, B) consists of the slices that are identical in 
all three graphs.” “4’ I AS terminology suggests that Pre(A, Base, B) is the meet of 
A, Base, and B in a lattice of dependence graphs ordered by “is-a-slice-of”, the 
meet operation being “greatest common slice”.’ 
’ A lattice is 
(meet), and for 
an 
all 
algebra (L, 
a, b, and c 
u , 
in 
n), where L is a set of 
L the following axioms 
is elements that 
are satisfied: 
closed under Ll (join) and l-l 
aUa=a, ana=a, au(anb)=a, 
aUb=bUa, anb=blla, d--i(d.__ib)=a, 
(uUb)Uc=uU(bUc), (dlb)nc=m(bnc). 
The symbol 5 will be used to denote the partial order on the elements of L given by a c b iff a n b = a 
(or, equivalently, aE b iff aU b = b). All lattices considered in this work have a least element and a 
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Definition 3.1. The symbol G will be used to denote the set of well-formed PDGs. 
We extend the definition of slicing with respect to a vertex set (see Definition 2.6) 
to that of slicing with respect to a PDG as follows: let a and 6 be two PDGs in G; 
the slice of a with respect to bb denoted by a/b, is 
a/b&a/V(b). 
We say that b is a slice of a iff a/b = b. The symbol d will be used to denote the 
partial order “is-a-slice-of” on the elements of G (i.e., 6 d a iff 6 is a slice of a). 
Observation. Let a A b denote lihe greatest common slice of dependence graphs a 
and b. The algebra (G, A) is a meet semi-lattice. 
Example. A portion of (G, A) is illustrated in Fig. 3. For instance, the greatest 
common slice of the elements labeled A and B in Fig. 3 is the element labeled C. 
(Note that the variable list in C’s end statement is empty.) 
Remark. In Fig. 3, as well as in other similar figures of the paper, elements of the 
semi-lattice are shown as programs. This is done to keep the illustrations comprehen- 
sible; however, the reader should keep in mind that the “is-a-slice’of” relation 
depicted is really a partial order on the programs’ program dependence graphs. 
One reason this formalization is interesting is that it gives a way of expressing 
Pre(A, Base, 8; using lattice-theoretic terminology: in (G, A), Pre(A, Base, B) = A A 
Base A B. 
Returning to the HPR algorithm, the fact that A(A, Base) and A( B, Base) are 
combined with Pre(A, Base, B) suggests that this combination is a join operation. 
The terms A (A, Base) and A (B, Base) themselves uggest that some sort of difference 
operation exists for elements of the underlying lattice. 
What complicates matters is tke fact that (G, A) is a meet semi-lattice but not a 
lattice (i.e., it has a meet operation but no join operation). See Fig. 4. 
In particular, the operation off unioning two dependence graphs (by ug), which 
is used in the HPR algorithm to combine the dependence graphs that represent 
A(A, Base), A (B, Base), and &elf A, Bt&ue, B), is not a join operation. To see this, 
consider the union of the dependence graphs for the programs A and B shown below. 
A B 
program 
x := 8; 
Y 9 :zz X’ 
z:= 3' 
endO 
program 
x := o:, 
if w > 2 then x := 1 fi; 
y:= x 
end0 
greatest element, denoted by _I_ and T, respectively, which satisfy the following axioms: 
aUT=T, aflT=a, aLJs=a, alll.=l. 
A meet semi-/attire (L, rl) is defined similarly, but lacks the join operation. 
T. Reps 
whilex< 11 do 
Fig. 3. The meet semi-lattice of dependence graphs (G, A ). The meet operation 
A, B, and C’, which are related by A A B = C’. 
is illustrated by elements 
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Fig. 4. An example illustrating that (G, A) does not have a join operation. There is no element L? such 
that A s D and B s D. In particular, A ug B = C is not such an element. Although B G C holds, A =S C 
does not hold because the dotted edge marked with (*) is not in the relation “is-a-slice-of”. 
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The result of A ug B is a dependence graph that corresponds to the program 
program 
x := 0; 
if w>2thenx:= 1 fi; 
y:= x; 
2 := Y 
endO 
The relationships between A, B, and C in (G, A) are illustrated in Fig. 4. For u, 
(graph union) to b3 a join operation in (G, A), both A and B must be slices of 
A u, B (i.e., both ,4 < C and B s C must hold). However, although both A and B 
are s&graphs of C, only B is a slice of C (i.e., B s C, but A P C). The graph for 
A is not a slice of C because in C vertex y := x is the target of a flow edge whose 
source is vertex x := 1, whereas there is no such edge incident on vertex y := x in 
A. Thus, C/A # A and so A $ C. 
In fact, there does not exist any element D in (G, A) such that A G D and B < D 
both hold. So not only does ug fail to be a join operation, (G, A) has no join 
operaiion at all. 
3.2. A Brouwerian algebra of slice it .+T 
Rather than work with (G, A), we construct a lattice whose elements consist of 
sets of slices and perform operation on these sets; in particular, the join operation 
is set union. However, in order for set intersection to capture common slices, it is 
necessary to work with sets having a particular structure (rather than arbitrary set; 
of slices). Similarly, ordinary set difference turns out not to capture the notion of 
A (A, Base) and A ( B, Base) from the HPR algorithm, but a variation on set difference 
that takes into account the ordering relation on slices can be used instead. 
Definition 3.2. A dependence graph g E G is a single-point slice iff there exists a 
vertex x E V(g) such that (g/x) = g. The symbol G, will be used to denote the subset 
of G consisting of all program dependence graphs that are single-point slices; that 
is, 
G1 a {g E G 1% E V(g) such that (g/x) = g}. 
Observation. G, is z partial order with least element 
program 
end0 
Example. The partial order of single-point slices is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. The partial order of single-point slices. 
Note that the element shown below, which is present in Fig. 4 but absent from 
Fig. 5, is not a single-point slice, and hence not an element of G, . For instance, its 
slice with respect to the final-use vertex for variable x does not include either vertex 
sum := 0 or vertex sum := sum +x; on the other hand, its slice with respect to vertex 
sum := sum +x does not include the final-use vertex for x. 
program 
sum := 0; 
x := 1; 
whilex< 11 do 
suni := sum f x; 
x:=x+1 
end 
end(x) 
Our next construction makes use of the ordering relation on elements of G, to 
create a suitable lattice for expressing program integration. 
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Definition 3.3. The symbol DCS will be used to denote the set of all downwards-closed 
sets of single-point slices; that is, 
where P( G1) denotes the power set of G, . The notation DC(p), where p is a 
program, will be used to denote the member of DCS that consists of all single-point 
slices of p; that is, 
where Gp denotes the PDG of p. The notation DC’,(g), where g is a PDG, will be 
used to denote {s E G, 1 s s g}. 
Example. 
DC ( program \ 
I x:=0; 1 
1 y:=x; 1 
I 2:= y I 
[end@, Y, 2)~ 
stands for the set 
(program, program, program, program, program, program, program \
I end0 x := 0 x := 0 x := 0; x:= 0; x := 0; x := 0; 1 
4 end0 end(x) y:=x y:=x y:=x; y:=x;} 
I endO end(y) 2 := Y z:=y 1 
\ endO end(z) J. 
Example. A second element of DCS is shown in Fig. 6. 
Observation. The algebras (DCS, u, n), where u and n denote set union and set 
intersection, respectively, is a lattice. The partial order on lattice elements is “subset- 
of” (denoted by c-). 
Example. Consider again the example programs for which there was no join in 
(G, I:). These programs would be represented in (DCS, u, n) by downwards-closed 
sets of single-point slices. The set that represents their join is shown in Fig. 7. 
Definition 3.4. For all x, y E DCS, the pseudo-di$erer;oce between x and y, denoted 
by x-y, is defined as 
xLyB{z~G1(3p~(x--y) such that zap}, 
where x - y denotes the set difference between x and y. That is, x -y is the downwards 
closure of x -y. 
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Fig. 6. The shaded region indicates the set in DC’S that represents DC(A). 
Table 2 illustrates how the pseudo-difference operation (‘) differs from ordinary 
set difference (-). 
In general, an element of DCS can contain multiple maximal elements; these are 
indicated by the multiple peaks of sets x and y in Fig. 8. Figure 8 illustrates the 
operation of pseudo-difference on two arbitrary elements of DCS. The value of 
x ‘y is the downwards closure of x -y; thus, x ‘y includes both of the shzded 
regions shown in Fig. 8. 
The set DCS, together with the operations of set union (u), set intersection (n), 
and pseudo-difference (A), is an instance of what is known as a Brouwerian algebra 
(defined below). The benefit of this fact is that Brouwerian algebras have a rich set 
of algebraic laws, consisting of identities and inequalities (see Appendix A). These 
laws provide a convenient way to establish the integration operation’s algebraic 
properties through simple formula manipulations. (For examples, see Sections 4 
and 5 and the appendices.) 
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Fig. 7. The shaded region indicates the set DC(A)u DC(B), which in (DCS, u, n) is the join of sets 
DC(A) and DC(B). 
Table 2 
II a b a-b b-a 
(program , program , program] 0(=-L) [program] 
1 y:=x 1 
lend0 1 
0 (= I) (program , program , program) 
{ end0 x :=I) x := 0; ) 
I entl() y :=x I 
1 endO j 
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Fig. 8. The value of x ‘y is the downwards closure of 
regions. 
x - y. Thus, x’y includes both of the shaded 
Definition 3.5. A Brouweriun algebra [ 161 is an algebra (L, U, E, I, T) where 
is 
(i) (L, U, ll) is a lattice with greatest element T. 
(ii) L is closed under 2. 
(iii) For all a, 6, and c in L, a’brciff af6Uc. 
It can be shown that L has a least element, given by I = T -T, and that (L, U, ll) 
distributive; that is, for all Q, 6, and c in L, 
(iv) aU(6ll~)=(aU6)ll(aUc), 
(v) al-l(6Uc)=(a~6)U(anc). 
(For proofs, see [2, p. 143~1451.) 
Remark. We use the symbol A to denote the general operation of pseudo-difference 
in an arbitrary Brouwerian algebra as well as a specific operation in the algebra 
(DCS, u, n, I, G,). It should be clear from the context which usage of L is intended. 
Theorem 3.6. (DC’S, u, n, I, G,) is a Brouwerian algebra, where v is set union and 
n is set intersection. 
Proof. Because the elements of DC’S are downwards-closed sets of single-point 
slices, it is clear that G,, which consists of all single-poinr slices, is a superset of 
any element of DCS. Suppose s E G, and x is a single-point slice of s; because 
x-being a single-point slice- must also be a member of G,, it follows that G, is 
itself downwards closed (i.e., G, E DC’S). DCS is closed under u and n, and 
(DC’S, u, n) is a lattice ordered by set inclusion. 
It remains to be shown that 2 has the properties required of a pseudo-difference; 
that is, we must show (1) DCS is closed under L anu (2) for all a, 6, CE DCS, 
a’6c_ciffasb,dc. 
To show property (l), consider any two elements a, 6 E DCS. From Definition 
3.4, we know that a 1- 6 is the downwards closure (under the “is-a-single-point-slice- 
of” relation) of a - 6, and hence a 2 6 E DCS. (Note that a - 6 denotes the set 
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difference of a and 6; a - 6 is not necessarily downwards closed, and hence, in 
general, is not a member of DCS,) 
TWO show property (2), there are two cases to consider. 
+ case: Assuming a A b c c, we must show that a G b v c. 
From Definition 3.4, we know that a - b C_ a L 6. 
a-bsc by transitivity 
(a-b)ubc_buc 
aobc_bvc because (a-b)ub=aub 
acbvc because a G a v b. 
e case: Assuming a C_ b v c, we must show that a 2 b c c. 
Let z be a member of a 2 b; we will show that z E c. From Definition 3.4 we know 
that there exists a (single-point slice) p E a such that p E 6 and z up. By the 
downwards-closure property of elements of DCS, because p E a we know that z E a 
as well. There are two cases to consider: 
(i) Suppose z E 6. By the assumption that a E b u c and the fact that z E a, we 
have z E b u c. However, because z g b, we conclude that z E c. 
(ii) Suppose z E 6. Consider again the element p, where p E a, p E 6, and z s p. By 
the assumption that a c b u c and the fact that p E a, we have p E 6 u c. However, 
because p e 6, we have p E c. But because z < p and because c-being an element 
of DCS-is downwards closed, we conclude that z E c. 0 
3.3. Relationship between Brouwerian and Boolean algebras 
A Brouwerian algebra is similar, but not identical, to a Boolean algebra. The 
relationship between Boolean and Brouwerian algebras can be characterized as 
follows [16]: for all elements a, define the Brouwerian complement by -la g T 2 a; 
a Brouwerian algebra is Boolean iff lla = a. 
Example. It may be helpful to keep in mind the following example of a 
Brouwerian algebra that is not a Boolean algebra. The elements are the non- 
negative integers (together with a top element T); the ordering is arithmetic order 
(i.e., Oclc2C~ l *CT). 
T 
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The operations U, ll, and A are defined as follows: 
aLJbAmax(a, 6), a ll 6 P min( a, b), 
’ b&i 
0 ifacb, 
a- 
a if ~1 b. 
Note that a 2 b exhibits the required property, namely that a 2 b E c iff Q r=max( 6, c). 
In particular, to show that a A b E c implies a ~max( 6, c), we observe that either 
a r= 6, in which case Q E max( 6, c) follows immediately, or else a =I 6, in which case 
a = a 2 6 c c, so again CL c max( 6, c). Conversely, to show that a 5 max( b, c) implies 
a - 6 E c, we observe that either 6 c c, in which case c = max (6, c) 2 a z a A b (i.e., 
cz a 2 6, as was to be shown), or else b =I c, in which case b = max( 6, c) 7 a, so 
a’b=Occ. 
To show that this algebra is not Boolean, we must show that there is some a 
for which 11~ # a. In fact, this holds for all a such that 0~ a CT, as shown in 
Table 3. 
-able 3 
a 7a 
0 
OKaCT 
T 
T 
T 
0 
0 
O&a) 
T 
Because Boolean algebras are Brouwerian algebras, but not vice versa, some of 
the properties that hold in Boolean algebras do not hold in Brouwerian algebras. 
(Consequently, applying one’s intuition about Boolean algebras to Brouwerian 
algebras can be risky.) For example, the laws for distributing 2 over U and ll in 
Brouwerian algebra are somewhat different from the laws for distributing - over 
LJ and ll in Boolean algebra. Two of the laws are the same: 
Proposition A&14. (b~a)U(c~a)=(bU~)~a.~ 
Proposition A.15 (cLa)U(cA6)=cL(allb). 
However, the laws for distributing A through ll on the left and U on the right 
are weaker.’ 
Proposition A.26. (aIIb)+c(a~c)ll(b+). 
’ The basic algebraic laws that hold for Brouwerian algebras are presented in Appendix A. 
’ Note, however, that Proposition A.16 does provide an identity that can be used totransform c’(aUb): 
Proposition 14.16. (c~b)~a=c~(aUb)=(cLa)~b. 
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Proposition A.29. c~(aUb)~(c~a)ll(c~b), 
We can show by means of examples that the inequalities in Propositions A.26 
and A.29 are, at times, strict. 
In Table 4, (all 6) A c is strictly less th$n (a - c) ll (b z c) because the following 
two slices occur in both a 2 c and b L c: 
program 
end0 
program 
x := 0 
endo. 
Table 4 
a b C (aflb)‘c a-c b’c (a-c)n(b’c 
3C (program] DC‘ fpr ogram) DC (program) I DC (program] DC (program1 DC (program) 
I x:=o;l l x:=o;l l x:=01 l x:=&l l x:=o;l 1 x:=01 
I y:=xI l 2:-x/ kW I l y:=xl 1 2:=x1 kW 1 
lend0 i lenk I lend0 ] lend0 j 
In Table 5, c 1 (a U b) is strictly less than (c L u)ll (c - 6) because the following 
two slices occur in both c 2 a and c 2 b: 
program 
end0 
program 
x := 0 
end(). 
Table 5 
a b C c-(uub) c’a c’h (C-u)ll(C’t~) 
C fprogramj DC (program) DC (program1 I DC fprogram] DC rprograni) DC (prograni) 
I x:=o;l I x:=o;l l x :=O;I I x :== 0;l I x :=o;l I x := 0 1 
I y:=xl l 2:=x1 I y :=x;I l 2:=x1 1 y:=xI hd0 I 
lend0 I lend0 1 I 2:=x1 lend0 I lend0 I 
lend0 1 
3.4. Integration of elemenfs of a Brouweriun ulgebru 
We now introduce a ternary operation on elements of a Brouwerian algebra that, 
for the algebra of downwards-closed sets of single-point slices (DCS, u, n, -, G,) 
discussed in Section 3.2, corresponds very closely to the HPR algorithm. The 
integration operation on elements of a Brouwerian algebra, denoted by u[buse]b, 
combines two elements u and 6 with respect to a third element base. 
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Definition 3.7. The integration of elements a and 6 with respect to base, denoted 
by a[ base]b, is defined as 
If a[ base]b = m, we refer to element base as the base, elements a and b as the 
integrands, and element m as the result of the integration. 
The integration operation a[ base] b in (DC’S, u, n, 1-, G,) provides a method for 
integrating programs that is an alternative to the HPR algorithm. 
Example. The table shown in Fig. 9, which indicates what slices are members of 
the sets DC(A), DC(Base), DC(B), DC(A)LDC(Base), DC(A)nDC(Base)n 
DC(B), DC(B) 2 DC( Base), and DC(A)[DC( Base)]DC( B), illustrates the 
integration operation (in the algebra of downwards-closed sets of single-point slices) 
Slice 
program program program program program program program 
end0 x :=o x :=o x:=0; x ‘Z 0. . * x := 0; x := 0; 
endO end(x) y :=x y :=x y := x; y :=x; 
end0 end(y) z :=y 7. :=y 
end0 end(z) 
k(A) X 
DC (Base) X 
DC(B) X 
DC (A) 2 DC (Base) 
DC(A)nDC(Brcse)nDC(B) x 
DC(B) 1. DC (Base) X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X 
X X X X 
DC(A)[DC(BQT~)]DC(B) 1 X X X X X X 
Fig. 9. The table gi- En above illustrates the integration operation in the algebra of downwards-closed 
sets of single-point slices for the same example used to illustrate the HPR algorithm in Section 2.2. The 
last line of the table indicates which slices are members of the set DC(A)[DC( Base)]DC( B). 
for the same example used to illustrate the HPR algorithm in Section 2.2. This 
produces a result equivalent to the one obtained in Section 2.2; the set of slices 
computed for DC(A)[DC(Base)]DC(B) (shown in the last line of the table given 
in Fig. 9) corresponds to the program 
program 
x:= 0; 
y := x; 
z := Y 
end(x, z). 
3.5. Relationship to the HPR algorithm 
The integration operation in (DC’S, u, n, I, G,) and the HPR algorithm are 
related methods for integrating programs, but differ substantially in detail. For 
example, to integrate programs a and 6 with respect to base, the HPR algorithm 
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performs the operation 
A (a, base) ug Pre( a, base, b) u, A (b, base), 
which manipulates three individual program dependence graphs. By contrast, the 
integration operation in (DCS, u, n, I, G,) manipulates three sets of program 
dependence graphs. To integrate programs a and b with respect o base, the following 
operation is performed: 
Despite the fact that the two algorithms perform different operations, their final 
results are related, as explained below. 
Firs;, consider the graph-manipulation operations A and Pre used in the HPR 
algorithm. A is related to 2 as follows: 
&.(A(a, base)) = DC(a) 2 DC(base). 
Pre is related to n as follows: 
DC,(Pre(a, base, b))= DC(a)n DC(base)n DC(b). 
Second, consider the test for Type I interference in the HPR algorithm. The test 
is based on a comparison of slices of the merged graph m with slices of the graphs 
for programs a and b. The slices A( a, base) and A (b, base), respectively, represent 
the potentially changed computatior- of integrands a artd b with respect to base. 
There is Type I interference if graph m does not preserve these slices, that is, if 
either A (a, base) or A (b, base) is not a slice of m. Thus, the test for Type I interference 
can be expressed as follows: There is Type I interference iII 
or 
A(a, base)% A(a, base) u, Pre(a, base, b) u, A(b, base) 
A(b, base)S A(a, base) u, Pre(a, base, b) ug A(b, base).” 
The reason for the Type I interference test in the HPR algorithm is that the 
operation of graph union (u,) can “corrupt” slices; that is, it can create a graph 
whose slices are not slices of either argument. For instance, consider again programs 
A and B from Fig. 4. The result of A ug B is a dependence graph that corresponds 
to the program C shown below. 
C 
program 
x := 0; 
if w>2thenx:= 1 fi; 
y:=x; 
z := y 
eW) 
“’ It is natural to ask why the interference test does not have a third clause to test whether 
Pre( a, base, 6) s A( Q, base) u,: fre( a, base, b) ug A( 6, base). This test is absent because, as shown in 
[22,25], it is unneccessary: Pre(u, base, 6) is always a slice of A(u, base) ug Pre(u, base, 6) ug A(6, base). 
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The slice of C with respect to statement z := y (which yields the entire program C) 
is not a slice of either A or B. 
From these observations-together with the definition of the integration operation 
in (DCS, u, n, I, G,)-we conclude that if the HPR algorithm does not report 
Type I interference, the two integration methods compute answers that correspond. 
In particular, there is a way of converting the PDG created by the HPR algorithm 
into the set of single-point slices computed by the integration operation in 
(DCS, u, O,A, G,). This is captured by the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.8. If the integration of programs a and b with respect o base via the 
HPR algorithm passes the Type I interference test, then 
DC~(A(a, base) u, Pre(a, base, b) u, A@, base)) = oC(a)[oC(base)l~C(b). 
Recall from Section 2.2 that Type J interference is not the only way in which the 
merged dependence graph m created by the HPR algorithm can fail to represent a 
satisfactory integrated program. The final step of the HPR algorithm involves 
reconstituting a program from dependence graph m; however, if there is no program 
whose dependence graph is m, there is Type II interference (and graph m is said 
to be infeasible). 
So far we have not discussed the notion of interference in connection with the 
integration operation in (DCS, u, n, I, G,). The notion of interference is slightly 
different from the HPR algorithm: in particular, because, the u, n, and L operations 
in (DC’S, u, n, 2, G,) can never “corrupt” slices, there is only one notion of 
interference for integration in (DCS, u, n, I, G,), namely, infeasibility. 
Definition 3.9. A slice set s E DCS is feasible iff there exists a program p such that 
DC(p)= s. If no such program exists, s is infeasible. 
Thus, if the goal is to integrate prcbrams a and b with respect to base using the 
integration operation in (DCS, u, n, -, G,), integrands a and b interfere if there 
is no program that corresponds to the slice set DC(a)[DC(base)]DC(b). 
We now show that DC(a)[ DC( base)]DC(b) is infeasible iff either Type I or 
Type JH interference is repor;zd by the HPR algorithm (and thus the class of 
integrations handled successfully by the integration operation in (DCS, u, n, -I, G,) 
coincides with the class handled successfully by the HPR algorithm). Stated in the 
contrapositive, we have: 
Proposition 3.10. DC(a)[ DC(base)] DC( 6) is feasible if the integration of a and b 
with respect o base by the I-lPR algorithm succeeds (i.e., neither Type I nor Type II 
interference is reported ). 
Proof. C- case: Assuming that the integration of a and b with respect o base by the 
HPR algorithm succeeds, we must show that DC(a)[ DC( base)] DC( 6) is feasible. 
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By the assumption that the HPR algorithm does not report Type II interference, 
we know that A( a, base) ug Pre( a, base, 6) u, etc A (6, base) is feasible. Thus, there 
exists a program P (with PDG GP) such that 
GP = A(a, base) u, Pre(a, base, 6) ug A( 6, base). 
Consequently, 
DC(P) = DC,( G,) 
= DC,(d(a, base) u, Pre(a, base, 6) u, A(6, base)) 
= DC(a)[DC(base)]DC(E) by the assumption that Type I 
interference is not reported and 
Proposition 3.8. 
Hence, LK(a)[ DC( base) JOC( 6) is feasible. 
* case: Assuming that DC(a)[ DC(base)]DC(b) is feasible, we must show that the 
integiration of a and 6 with respect o base 6y the HPR algorithm succeeds. 
By assumption, there exists a program P (with PDG GP) such that 
DC,< GP) = DC(a)[ DC!6ase)]DC(6). 
Note that for any PDG H, 
H= u, s. 
SEX-,(/f) 
We use this observation in the following derivation: 
Gp= u, s. 
sEnc,cG,.) 
= S 
s~DDC(a)[DC(hasc)]DC(~) 
= u, sug 
sEDC(a)‘Dt(ba.w) 
s % u, s 
srDClu)nDC(hase)nDC(b) .s~DC(h)LDC(hse) 
= 
ug sug ug S”, ug s 
s~Dc,(J(a, base)) SE DC-,( /‘ret a, base, h)) CC DC;.(J(b. base)) 
= A(a, base) ug Pre(a, base, 6) u, A(6, base). (*) 
There are now two cases to consider: 
(i) Suppose the HPR algorithm reports Type I interference. Then without loss 
of generality, assume that 
A(a, base)sfA(a, base) u, Pre(a, base, 6) u,A(b, base). 
Thus, we have 
DC,(A(a, 6ase)M DC&? {a, base) u, Pre(a, base, 6) u, A(6, base)) 
= DCJG,) by (*)e 
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By the definition of the integration operation in (DC’S, u, n, 2, G,), 
DC(a) A DC( base) G DC( a)[ DC( buse)]DC(b). 
However, this leads to the following contradiction: 
= DC( a)[ DC( buse)]DC( 6). 
Thus, the HPR algorithm cannot report Type I interference. 
(ii) Suppose the HPR algorithm reports Type II interference. This leads to an 
immediate contradiction since, by (*), 
GP = A(u, base) u, Pre(u, base, 6) u, A(6, base) 
and hence A( a, base) u, Pre( u, base, 6) u, A( 6, base) is feasible. 
Consequently, neither Type I nor Type II interference arises from the integration 
of u and 6 with respect to base by the HPR algorithm. Cl 
Although Proposition 3.10 shows that the class of integrations handled successfully 
by the integration operation in (DC’S, u, n, 2, G,) coincides with the class handled 
successfully by the HPR algorithm, there is a difference in how the two algorithms 
handle unsucceqful integrations of the kind where the HPR algorithm reports Type 
I interference. By Proposition 3.10, when the HPR algorithm reports Type I inter- 
ference the slice set resulting from the integration operation in (DC’S, u, n, 2, G,) 
is infeasible; however, the slices in DC(u)[ DC( buse)]DC( 6) are “uncorrupted”, 
which gives the integration operation in (DC’S, u, n, -L, G,) certain advantages over 
the HPR algorithm. For example, suppose we perform a succession of integrations 
to propagate a change through the development history of a program. With the 
HPR algorithm, once Type I interference is detected it is not meaningful to perform 
any subsequent integrations because Type I interference indicates that the resulting 
graph contains slices not found in any of the argument graphs. By contrast, with 
the integration operation in (DC’S, u, n, I, G,) although an intermediate value may 
be infeasible-indicating interference- none of the slices in the slice set have been 
“corrupted”. If a subsequent integration involving infeasible elements produces a 
feasible result, we are guaranteed that the result contains only slices that were found 
in the argument sets. 
The algebraic identities and inequalities we use to establish the integration 
operation’s algebraic properties hold in all Brouwerian algebras, not just 
(DCS, u, n, I, G,), and therefore the results we obtain hold in all Brouwerian 
algebras as well. It is important to understand that the notion of interference is not 
part of this algebraic framework. For example, the classification of the elements 
of DCS into feasible and inteasible elements is an issue that is specific to DCS; 
the feasibility issue is orthogonal to the algebraic structure of (DC’S, u, n, -, G,): 
the infea;ible elements of DCS are subject to the same algebraic laws as the feasible 
elements. Thus, in the remainder of the paper the issue of interference :: ignored; 
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as with the algebra (DC’S, u, n, I, G,), each application of the integration 
framework will have an associated notion of inteference. 
One of the virtues of the HPR algorithm is that there is a theorem, the Integration 
Theorem (Theorem 2.9), that characterizes the execution behavior of the program 
produced by a successful integration (i.e., one for which there is neither Type I nor 
Type II interference) in terms of the execution behaviors of the base program and 
the two integrands. This same sort of result also holds for the integration operation 
in (DCS, u, q I, G,). By Proposition 3.10, DC( a)[ DC( base)]DC( 6) is feasible 
iff the HPR algorithm succeeds. By Proposition 3.8, it consists of exactly the 
single-point slices of the merged graph created by the HPR algorithm. Because the 
Integration Theorem holds for the result of integrating by the HPR algorithm, 
whenever DC( a)[ DC( 6ase)]DC( 6) is feasible the Integration Theorem also holds 
for any of the programs that correspond to DC(a)[DC(buse)]DC(b). 
To summarize, the integration operation in (DC’S, u, n, 2, G,) generalizes the 
HPR algorithm but preserves its most important property, namely that the execution 
behavior of the integrated program meets the semantic criterion of the integration 
model that was introduced in Section 1.1. 
4. Algebraic properties of the integration operation 
Because the integration operation is defined solely in terms of U, Fl, and 2, it 
has an analogue in all Brouwerian algebras, not just the algebra (DC’S, u, n, I, G,) 
from Section 3.2. Because we will study the integration operation’s properties strictly 
from an algebraic standpoint, our results apply to this operation in all Brouwerian 
algebras. 
4.1. Basic algebraic properties of the integration operation 
It is not difficult to show that the following basic properties hold for the integration 
operation: 
u[u]b = 6 u[buze]u = a 
u[l.]6=uU6 u[T]6=url6 
u[url6]6=uU6 u[uLJ6]6=url6 
a[ hasell = a - base u[buse]T=~U(T~buse) 
a[base](x, U x2) u[6use](xlllx2) 
=u[buse]x, U u[buse]x, c u[buse]x, ll u[buse]x, 
u[buse]b is monotonic in a ui[buse]b is antimonotonic in base 
u[x,Ux,]6~u[x,]61-iu[x2]6 u[x, nx,]b = u[x,]bU a[~46 
u[6use]6~6use=(u~6use)U(6~6use) u[buse]b 2 6 = (a 2 base) A 6 
Proofs of these properties are given in Appendix B. 
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We now show that the integration operation can be slightly simplified to 
u[buse]b=(u~buse)U(u~b)U(6~6use). 
That is, we can show that 
Lemma 4.1. (u~6use)U(un6udlb)=(u-‘buse)U(u~b). 
Proof. 
(u~6use)U(u~6u~e~6)=((u~6use)U(u~6u~e))U((u~6use)U6) 
=uU((u’buse)Ub) by Proposition A.23 ’ ’ 
=(dl(~~b~~e))U(dlb) 
=(a’base)U(dlb) by Proposition A.1 1. Cl 
Corollary4.2. u[6use]6=(u~6use)U(u~6)U(6~6use). 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of u[buse]b and Lemma 4.1. q 
4.2. Associu tivity of in tegru tion 
The algebraic properties of the integration operation are of particular interest 
when dealing with compositions of integrations. For example, if three variants of 
a given base program are to be integrated by a pair of (two-variant) intgrations, it 
is important to know whether there is a law of associativity to guarantee that it does 
not matter which two variants are integrated first. In this section, we prove that 
such a law of associativity does hold for the integration operation. We also generalize 
the integration operation to simultaneously integrate more than two variants with 
a given base element, and show that a three-variant simultaneous integration can 
be done as a succession of two-variant integrations. 
Definition 4.3. The simultaneous integration of elements x1, x2, . . . , x,, with respect 
to element 6use, dencted by (x,[ buse]x,, , . . . , x, 3, is defined as 
(x,[6use]x2,...,x,)~(x,‘6use)U(x2-6use)U...U(x,,‘6use) 
u(x,nx2n- - Tlx, n base). 
Theorem 4.4 (Generalized Associativity Theorem). 
(x[buse]y)[busejz = x[buse](y[buse]z) = (x[buse]z)[buse]y 
= (x[buse]y)[buse](x[buse]z) = (x[buse]y)[x](x[buse]z) 
= (x[ basely, z). 
” The laws used to justify proof steps are listed in Appendixes A, B, and C. 
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Theorem 4.4, which relates six different ways of integrating three variants with 
respect to a given base element, is illustrated in Fig. 10. 
Because the integration operator is a ternary operator, Theorem 4.4 is a generaliz- 
ation of the ordinary kind of associative law for binary operators, namely 
(x@y)@z = x@(y@z). We can simplify the generalized law to the ordinary law 
by currying the integration operator -[-I- with respect to its middle argument, in 
this case base, which gives us a binary operator -[base]-. The first two clauses of 
Theorem 4.4 are of the form (xOy)@z = xO(y@z), with operator _@_ replaced 
by _[ base]-. 
(b) 
iA[BaselB. C) 
W 
Fig. 10. Associativity properties of the integration operation. By the Generalized Associativity Theorem 
(Theorem 4.4) all the computations illustrated above produce the same answer. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Part I. Show that (x[ base]y)[ base]z = x[base](y[base]z) = 
(x[ base]z)[ basely = (x[ basely, z). 
(x[ base]y)[ base]z 
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=(x~base)U(y~base)U(z~base)U~xnynzfl6~~~) 
=(x[base]y, z) 
By analogous arguments, one can show x[ base](y[ base]z) = (x[ base]z)[ base 
(x[ basely, z). 
Part II. Show that (x[ base]y)[ base](x[ base]z) = (x[ basely, z). 
(x[ base]y)[ base](x[ base]z) 
=(x[6ase]y~6ase)U(x[6ase]y~6aseflx[6ase]z)U(x[6ase]z~~~~e) 
=(x2base)U(yAbase) 
U(((x~base)U(xnbuseny)U(y~base))nbase 
n((x~6ase)U(xn6asenz)U(zA6ase))) 
U(x L base)U(z 2 base) 
=(x’base)U(y’base)U(z’base)U(xnynznbase) 
=(x[base]y, z) 
Part III. Show that (x[base]y)[x](x[base]z) = (x[base]y, z). 
=((y’base)‘x) 
U((x~ba~e)nx)U((x~ba~e)n(xllbasellz)) 
u((x’6ase)i’l(zA6ase)) 
Note that each term in (*) is dominated by a term of (x 2 base) U (y L base ) U 
(z~6ase)Ll(xilyllzll6ase); thus, (x[base]y)[x](x[base]z)c(x[base]y, z). 
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However, by continuing from (*), we can also show that (x[base]y)[x]- 
(x[base]z)3(x[base]y, z). 
=(x A base) 
U((zlbuse)‘x)U(( z16use)il(x~6use)) 
U((z~6u~e)llxll6u~eily)U((z~6use)ll(y~6u~e)llx) 
u(xnbad7zny) because (x L base) ll x = x 2 base 
=(x 2 base) 
U(((y’buse)U(z-6use))‘x) 
U(((y~buse)U(z~buse))ll(x~buse)) 
u((xnbuse)n(((),-buse)nz)U((z’buse)ny))) 
U(((y’6use)Fl(zL6use))nx) 
U(dl6tdxfly) (**) 
Now consider the second and third terms of the expression in line (**). Their join 
is of the form 
(u~x)U(uil(x~6u~e))~(u-Lx)U((uilx)~6use) by Proposition A.25 
~((~~x)~bu~e)U((ullx)~buse) by Proposition A.11 
=((u~x)U(unx))L6use by Proposition A.14 
=u”buse by Proposition A.23 
=((_yUz)26use)~6use 
=(yUz)“buse 
=(y~buse)U(z~buse) 
Substituting into (**), we have 
= (x[buse]y, z). 
We have shown that (x[ basely, z) I (x[ basely )[x J(x[ buse]z) 2 (x[ basely, z); con- 
sequently, (x[ 6L;sce]_v)[x](x[ buse]z) = (x[ basely, z). 0 
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Program integration deals with the problem of reconciling “competing” 
modifications to a base program. A different, but related, problem is that of separating 
consecutive edits to a base program into individual edits on the base program. 
Example. Consider the case of two consecutive edits to base program Base; let 
Base+ 8A be the result of modifying Base, and let Base+ SA+ SB be the result of 
modifying Base + 6A. By “separating consecutive edits”, we mean creating a program 
Base+ SB that includes the second modification but not the first. 
Base +6A 
Base+sA+sB 
One way of formalizing this goal is to say that we are looking for an integrand X 
that is compatible with base Base, integrand Base + 6A, and result Base + SA + SB; 
that is, X should satisfy the equation 
(Base+ljA)[Base](X)= Base+SA+6B. 
In this section the algebraic approach introduced in the previous sections is used 
to study this question. The question is posed as “When does there exist an integrand 
compatible with a given base base, integrand a, and result m?“, or, equivalently, 
“When does there exist an element x such that a[base]x = m?” We show that, if 
they exist, the solutions to a[base]x = m form a meet semi-lattice with a least 
element, and we give a closed formula for the least element. (These results are 
further extended in Section 5.4.) 
Existence of a compatible integrand 
The theorem proven in this section provides a test for the existence of a compatible 
integrand. It shows that a solution to the equation a[base]x = m exists if and only 
if m itself is a suitable integrand (i.e., if and only if m itself has the property that 
a[base]m = m). 
Lemma4.5. a[baseJx=mijfa’(mUbase)=~ and (mLa)z(mLbase)=l. 
Proof. C-case: Assuminga’(mUbase)-_l_and(m-a)‘(m-base)=&wemust 
show that there is a solution to a[base]x = m. 
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We will show that there is a solution to a[ base]x = m by showing that m itself 
is a solution (i.e., a[ base]m = m). The proof breaks into two parts: in part (i), we 
show that a[base]mcm; in part (ii), we show that a[base]ma m. 
(i) We will show that a[base]mEm. 
We start by considering the terms of a[ baselm: 
0) 
(2) 
a[base]m=(a~base)U(atlbasellm)LJ(m~base). 
By the properties of ll, we know a ll base ll m c m. 
Because a 2 (m U base) = 1 we know a E m Ll base, and consequently 
a’basecm. 
(3) 
Thus! 
Because m c_ m U base, we know m A base c m. 
a[base]mEmUmUm=m. 
We will show that a[ base]m 2 m. 
u-) 
(ii) 
From the assumption (m -a)-(m-base)=l, we know that 
(mla)c(mlbase). (*) 
m~(allbasellm)=(m~a)U(m~base)U(m~m) by Proposition A.1 5 
=(m”a)U(mlbase)U_L by Proposition A.4 
=(m-base) by P-F), 
We now start from m 2 base = m 2 (a tl basell m) and join both sides by 
(allbasellm). 
(m~base)U(a~base~m)=(m~(atlbaseflm))U(a~basellm) 
=mU(allbasKlm) by Proposition A. 12 
= m. (**) 
a[base]m=(aAbase)U(anbaseilm)U(mAbase) 
z(allbasenm)U(mAbase) 
= m. by (**). (I) 
Combining (t) and (4), we have m E a[base]m E m; hence, a[base]m = m. 
* case: Assuming a[ base]x = m, we mwst show that (i) a 2 (m U base) = _L, and (ii) 
(mAa)-(m-base)=L. 
We consider each case in turn below. 
(i) If a[base]x = m, then we have 
_L=ml-m 
= a[ base]x 2 m 
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=((a’base)U(aflbasenx)U(x’base))’m 
=((a~base)+n)Ll((all6asellx)h2) 
U((x26ase)hn) 
z(a-6ase)‘m 
=a-(mUbase) 
Therefore, a A (m Ll base) = 1. 
(ii) If a[ base]x = m, then 
(m’a)‘(mL6ase) 
=(a[base]x”a)-(a[base]x-base) 
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by Proposition A.14 
by Proposition A.M. 
=[((a~base)U(allbasellx)U(x~buse))~a] 
~[((a~vase)U(allbaseflx)U(x-‘base))~base] 
=[((a~6ase)~a)U((ail&aseilx)~a)U((x~6ase)~a)] 
I[((a-6ase)‘6as4)U((anbasenx)‘base)U((x’base)’base)] 
by Proposition A. 14. 
It is possible to simplify five of the six terms in the last expression. 
(a’base)‘a= (a-a)-base=I’base=_L by Propositions A. 16, 
A.4, and A.5 
(anbasenx)ca,so(anbasenx)-a=I by Proposition A.2 
(a’base)‘base=a-(baseUbase)=a-base by Proposition A.16 
(anbasenx)cbase,so(anbusenx)‘base=I by Proposition A.2 
(x2base)‘base=x’(baseUbase)=x’base by Proposition A.16. 
Picking up the derivation, we have 
(m-a)-(m-base) 
=[.lUJ-U(( x~base)~a)]~[(a~base~U~U(x~base)] 
=(xl(aUbase); - (( a-base)U(x-base)) 
=x2((aU6ase)U(aL6ase)U(xA6ase)) by Proposition A.16 
=x’(aUbaseU(x’base)) by Proposition A.1 1 
=((x 2 base) L (x L base)) &a by Proposition A.16 
z1-a by Proposition A.4 
=_L by Proposition A.5. Cl 
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Theorem 4.6. a[base]x = m ifla[base]m = m. 
Proof. c case: The proof of this case is immediate: To show that a[base]x = m 
has a solution we merely choose x to be m. 
* case: If a[ base]x = m, then by the previous lemma, a 2 (m U base) = I and 
(m 2 a) 2 (m L base) = 1. As shown in the proof of the e case of the lemma, if 
a’(mUbase)=I and (m’a)-(mAbase)=.& then a[base]m=m. Cl 
Existence of a minimum compatible integrand 
In this section, we give a closed formula for the least solution of the equation 
a[ base]x = m and show that it is, in fact, the least solution. 
Lemma 4.7. If a[base]m = m then m 2 a = m -(aLI base). 
Proof. Because a[ base] m = m, we know from Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.5 that 
a-(mUbase)=l_ and (m’a)-(m’base)=I. 
(m’a)‘(m-‘base)=_L, 
m_aEm’base, 
m’a=(m’a)-ar(m-base)-a=m’(aUbase). 
However, by Proposition A.11 we know that 
m~a~(m~a)~base=m~(aLIbase) 
Therefore, by (*) and (**), ni -- a = m 2 (a LJ base). 0 
(*) 
(**) 
Lemma 4.8. If a[ base] m =m then (a~base)U(allbasellm)Ll(m~a)=m. 
Proof. The proof breaks into two parts: in part (i), we show that (a L base)U 
(allbaseIlm)U(m-a)cm; in part (ii), we show that (aLbase)U 
(allbasellm)U(m+z)=lm. 
(i) Because a[ base]m = m, we know that a 2 (m U base) = 1. Consequently, a E 
m U base, or equivalently a 2 base E m. Thus, 
(a~base)U(ailbasellm)U(m+z)cmUmL;m=m. 
(ii) By Proposition A. 1 S, (a -L base) U (m A a) 2 m 2 base; thus, 
(a~base)U(allbaseIlm)U(m~a)~(allbasellm)U(m~buse). 
From part (ii) of the C- case of Lemma 4.5, we know that from (m - a) 2 (m - bas2) = 
1 we can deduce (a /l base ll m )I J (m 2 base) = m. Therefore, 
(a~base)U(nllbasellm)U(m~a)~m. El 
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Definition 4.9. xmi,, A (mLa)U((ullbasetlm)+Gbase)). 
Theorem 4.10. If a[ base]m = VI then JCmin is the mirrimum x such that a[base]x = m. 
Proof. Part 1. Show that a[base]x,,,, = m. 
a[base]x,~,=(a~base)U(a~base~((m~a)U((a~base~r~z)‘-(a~base)))) 
Ll(((m~a)U((allbasellm)~(a~base)))~base). (*) 
First, we simplify the second term of (*). 
=(al7basell(m~a))U(a~ibasefl((a~base~m)~~a~base))) 
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Part II. Show that xmin is the minimum x such that a[base]x = m. 
Suppose that x is an element such that a[base]x = m. We will demonstrate that 
X=l Xminn 
I = a[base]x,,,i,, L a[base]x 
=[(a’base)U(aIlbaseflx,,)Ll(x,i,’base)] 
~[(a~base)U(allbasellx)U(x~base)] 
=[(a-base)L((a-base)U(allbaseflx)U(x-base))] 
U[(all basellx,,,inI ’ ((a z base)U(aLl basellx)U(x- base))] 
U[(x,i”-base)L((aLbase)U(allbasenx)U(x-base))]. (*) 
Note that, by Proposition A.2, the first term equals 1. In addition, because the 
outermost connectives in (*) are joins, each of the remaining two terms must also 
equal 1. 
First, consider the third term of (*). 
x,i,Abasez(aAbase)U(allbasellx)U(x2base), 
X ,nin~(aLbase)U(ailbasellx)U(x~base)Ubase 
=(aUbase)U(ailbaseIlx)U(xAbase) 
=aUbaseUxU(ailbasenx) 
= aU baseUx. 
Therefore, Xmin ‘(au base&x, o r, expanding with the definition of Xmi,l, 
((m-a)U((anbasenm)-(a-base)))A(aUbase)cx. 
x~((m-a)-(aUbase))U(((anbasenm)‘(a’base))-(aUbase)) 
=(((mLa)Ia)‘base)U(((~,lbasenm)‘(aUbase))-(a’base)) 
=((m-a)lbase)U(_L’(a’base)) 
=(mL(aUbase))U_L 
Thus, 
=m’a by Lemma 4.7. 
Now consider the second term of (*). 
all baseIlx,,,z(a 2 base)U(all basellx)U(x- base), 
(allbasenx,,i~)L(a~base)~(anbasenx)U(x~base)Ex, 
xz(all basellx,&+z 2 base) 
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={anbusell(( m~u)U((ull6asellm)~(u~6use)))}~(a~buse) 
={(d--md7( m%z))U(uI’l6usefl((ullbuse~m)~(u~6use)))}~(u~6use) 
={(dlb~w-l( m~u))U((ufl6use~m)-‘(u~6use))}~(u~6use) 
because u ll base 1 u ll base n m 
=((dl6~wl( m~u))~(u~6use))U(((u~6use~m)~(u~6use))~(u~6use)) 
=((un6usen(mAu))L( u~buse))U((u~buseilm)~(u~6use)) 
z(un6usenm)L(uL6use). G) 
By (t), Xarn-a. By (%), .u7(unbasenm)-(a’base). Therefore, 
xa(m~u)U((u~6usellm)~(u~6use))=x,,. 0 
Properties of solutions of u[buse]x = m 
Lemma 4.11. Solutions of a[ buse]x = m ure closed under I7 . 
Proof. Let x, and x2 be two solutions of u[buse]x= m (i.e., u[buse]x, = m and 
u[6use]x2 .= m). The proof breaks into two parts: in part (i), we show that u[buse]- 
(x,lT+&m; in part (ii), we show that u[buse](x,~x,)~m. 
(i) a[base](x,~x,)ca[b~se]x,~~[b~~e]x~ 
=mUm 
f;: m. 
(ii) Because u[buse]x, = m and a[ 6use]x2 = m, we know that x, ZXnlin and 
x2 7 Xmin ; therefore, xl ll x2 2 Xmin l 
u[6u~e](x,~X2)=(~~6u~e)U(un6u~en(x,nX2))U((X,nx,)~6u~e) 
~(~~6use)U(ull6useilx,,~,~)U(x,,~,,~6use) 
= m. (**) 
Combining (*) and (**), we have m r= u[buse](x, ll x2)c m; hence, u[buse](x, ll 
x,)=m. Cl 
Theorem 4.12. Solutions of u[buse]x = m form a meet semi-httice with least element 
X m. 1. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4.11, together with Theorem 4.10. Cl 
The question of when there is an integrand compatible with Lf given base base, 
integrand a, and result m is re-examined in Section 5.4, where the result just given 
as Theorem 4.12 is extended to Theorem 5.9. 
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Separating consecutive edits by re-rooting 
In this section, we consider a different approach to the problem of separating 
consecutive edits to a base program into individual edits on the base program. 
Example. Consider again the case of two consecutive edits to a base program Base, 
where Base + SA is the result of modifying Base, Base + SA + SB is the result of 
modifying Base + 6A, and we want to create a program Base + SB that includes the 
second modification but not the first. We now consider an alternative approach to 
that of solving an equation (as shown below on the left and discussed earlier). This 
time our approach is to re-root the development history, as shown below on the 
right, so that Base+ SA rather than Base is treated as the base program. 
Base Base +6A 
Base+GA+GB (Base + 6A +6 B)/Base +SA]Base 
Programs Base and Base + SA+ SB are treated as two variants of Base + SA. For 
instance, instead of treating the differences between Base and Base + SA as changes 
+6A that were made to Base to create Base-t- SA, they are now treated as changes 
-SA made to Base+ SA to create Base.” For instance, when Base is the base 
program, a statement s that occurs in Base + SA but not in Base is a “new” statement 
arising from an insertion; when Base + SA is the base program, we treat the missing 
s in Base as if a programmer had deleted s from Base+ SA to create Base. (The 
status of variant Base + 6A + SB is unchanged; it is still treated as a variant derived 
from Base + SA.) Base + SB is created by integrating Base and Base -t SA + SB with 
respect to base program Base + 6A (i.e., by performing the integration Baser Base + 
SA](Basetl?A+SB)). 
In this section, our algebraic techniques are used to demonstrate that the re-rooting 
approach is, in fact, reasonable. Below, we show that the result of integrating after 
re-rooting is not, in general, an integrand compatible with base Base, integrand 
Base + SA, and result Base + SA + SB (even when a compatible integrand does exist); 
howevea, the elf 1 :nt E produced by integrating after re-rooting (where E = 
Baser Base + SA]( Base + SA + SB)) has the property that (Base + SA)[ Base]E z 
Base + SA + SB. This assures us that E captures everything that is different between 
” The notations +SA and -SA are used here informally to suggest editing operations that, respectively, 
add and remove a feature frorn a program. They are not intended as formal operators. The purpose of 
the discussion is merely to motivate the idea that re-rooting and then integrating is potentially 
The formal characterization of the re-rooting approach is the subject of the rest of the section. 
useful. 
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Base + SA + SB and Base + SA (i.e., all of the +SB change, as desired), plus more. 
We then show that whenever a compatible integrand exists, E is greater than or 
equal to some compatible integrand; in particular, we show that taking the meet of 
E and Base + SA + SB produces one of the compatible integrands. 
Theorem 4.13. a[base]m ca[base](m[a]base). 
Proof. 
a[base](m[a]base) 
=(a~base)U(a~baseflm[a]base)U(m[a]base~base) 
=(a L base)U(aFl basell(( mLa)LJ(allbasenm)U(baseLa))) 
U((mla)lbase) 
=(a~base)U(allbasell(m~a))U(allbaseilallbaseilm) 
U(allbasefl(baseLa))U((mLa)Lbase) 
=(a~base)U(ailbasellm)U(all(base~a))U((m~a)Lbase) 
=((aU(m~a))~base)U(ailbasellm)U(aIl(base’a)) 
=((aUm)~base)U(allbasellm)U(all(base~a)) 
by Proposition A. 12 
=(a -L base)U( m~base)U(allbasellm)U(all(base~a)) 
by Proposition A.14 
=a[ base]m. Cl 
Corollary 4.14. If a[base]m = m, then mca[base](m[a]base). 
Proof. Immediate frrJ,q Theorem 4.13. 0 
We can show by means of an example that the r in the above 
times, strict. 
Example. The programs shown in Table 6 have the properties that 
a[base]m = m and mca[base](m(a)base,. 
corollary is, at 
Note that m is strictly less than a[base]( m[a]basc) due to the presence in 
a[ base]( m[ a] base) of the slice 
program 
x := 1; 
y := x 
end( ). 
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Table 6 
II a base m c [base lm m [a Ibase a [base](m [a lbase) 
DC (program) DC rprogrartij DC (program] DCrprograml DC fprogram) DC (prosran 
1 x:=1;] 1 x:=1:1 1 x:+1 . 1 x:=r;j 1 x:=l;l 1 x:=1;/ 
I y:=x/ l y :=x;l I v:=2;1 I v :=2;1 l y :=x; l 1 y :=x;l 
lend0 J I z:=y I I w:=vl I w:=vl I z:=y;I I v :=2;[ 
1~W I lend0 j lend0 I I v := 2;l ; w:=vl 
I W := VI bJ0 J 
bd0 J 
(Even though this slice is not a member of m, it does occur in a, base, and m[a]base; 
thus, it is part of all basetl m[a]base and hence occurs in a[base](m[a]base).) 
The above example shows that m[a]base-the result of integrating after re- 
rooting-is not necessarily a solution of a[base]x = m (when a solution exists). We 
now show that m[a]base is greater than or equal to some solution of a[base]x = m; 
in particular, we show that when there exists a solution of a[base]x = m, 
{m[a]base)ll m is one of the solutions. 
Lemma 4.15. (a[base]b)l7a~a[base](allb). 
Proof. 
(a[6aseJ6)lla=((~~6ase)U(all6asell6)U(6~6ase))lla 
=((a~base)lla)U(allbase!l6)U((b~base)Ua) 
=(a~6ase)U(ail6asellb)LI(arl(6~6ase)) 
by Proposition A.1 1 
~(a~base)U(all6aseIlb)U((allb)~base) 
by Proposition A.25 
= a[base](allb). Cl 
Theorem 4.16. a[bczse]((m[a]base)nm) = a[base]m. 
roof. The proof breaks into two parts: in part (i), we show that a[ base]- 
((m[a]6ase)il )_ [b ] m =a ase m;inpart(ii),weshowthata[base]((m[a]base)llm)z 
a[base]m. 
(i) 4~as4UmMbase)n ) [b ]( ( )b mea ase ma ase )tla[base]m 
by Proposition B.10 
= a[base]m by Theorem 4.13. (*) 
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(ii) a[buse]((m[u]base)flm) 
=(a~buse)LJ(allbasell((m[u]buse)llm)llm) 
l__l(((m[u]buse)tlm)~buse) 
=(u~buse)U(uilbusdlm)U(((m[u]6use)llm)~buse) 
7(u-%2se)U(uFlbusellm) 
U(m[u](buseFlm)‘buse) by Lemma 4.15 
=(u-+~~e)U(ullbusellm)U((m-+~)~bu~e) 
U((mnunmnbuse)-buse)U(((busenm)‘u)’buse) 
=(u~bu~e)U(ullbusellm)U((m+2)~bu~e)UlJ__l~ 
=((~U(mG2))~base)U(ull6usellm) 
=((~u~)~b~~e)U(anba~enm) by Proposition A.13 
=(~~buse)U(m ~buse)U(unbusellm) 
=u[buse]m. (**) 
Combining(*)and(**),wehaveu[buse]m~u[buse]((m[u]buse)~m)~u[base]m; 
hence, 
a[6use]((m[u]txzse)ll m) = u[buse]m. Cl 
Corollary 4.17. If/rrbuse]m = m then (m[u]buse)n m is a solution of u[buse]x = m. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.16. Cl 
4.4. A compatible base 
We now turn to the question of whether there is a base element com;stib!c with 
given integrands a and b and result element m; that is, we want to know “When 
does there exist an element x such that a[x]b = m?” 
Existence of u compatible base 
Note that, because u[x]b is anti-monotonic in x, we have 
utlb=~[~]6~~[~]b=m=a[x]bcu[~]b=uUb. 
Lemma 4.18. u[x]b = m has a solution for x ijJ (a 2 (a A m)) L (all 6) = m L b and 
(b~(bLm))~(bllu)=m%z. 
Proof. * case: Assuming that u[x]b = m has a solution for x, we must show that 
(u~(u~m))~(u~b)=m~band(b-‘(b~m))~(b~u)=m-’u.Theproofbreaks 
into two parts: in part (i), we show that (a L (a L m)) A (a Il 6) c_ m 2 b; in part (ii), 
we sho,E that (a A (a - m)) 2 (a ll b) 1 m -L 6. (The identical arguments with a and 
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6 interchanged show that (6~(b~m))~(6fla)=m~a.) 
(-4 
(i) (a-‘(a~m))~(ai16)=((a~(a’m))~a)fl((a~(aLm))~6) , 
=Ll$z-b)~(Q-?n)) 
=(a-6)~(a’m) 
cm’6 by Proposition A.19. (*) 
(ii) (ul(u -rn))-(uilb)=((u-( u~m))kz)U((u~(u~m))~6) 
=_N((u~b)+z~m)) 
=(a-6):(u’m). 
(m~6)~((u~(u~m))~(ull6)) 
=(m-6)+(u’b)+-m)) 
=(u[x]6~6)~((uL6)~(u~m)) 
=((u’x)26)-((u’6)‘(u-m)) 
=((u~b)~x)~((u~b)+Gm)) 
~(u~rnm)~x by Proposition A.19 
=(u++m 
~((u~x)~m)U((unxnb)~m)U((b~x)~m) 
=((~~~)U(dlal6)U(6~~))-m 
= 4x16 2 m 
=m-m 
=_L. 
Therefore, 
(u-(uIm))-L(an6)=lm-b. (**) 
Putting (*) and (**) together, we have m 2 6~(u~(u~m))+dl6)ar~~6,hence 
ecuse: Assumingthat(u~(u~m))~(u~6)=m~6and(6~(6~m))~(6~~)= 
m 2 a, we must show that a[46 = m has a solution for x. We will show that a 
solution exists by showing that (a 2 m)U (6 L m) is a solution. 
The proof breaks into two parts: in part (i), we show that a[ (a z m)U (6 L m)]6 E 
m; in part (ii), we show that u[(u~m)U(6-Lm)]6~m. 
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(i) u[(u~m)U(b2m)]b 
=(aI((aIm)U(b_m)))U(un((u~m)U(b-’m))nb) 
U(b’((u’m)U(b-m))) 
=((aqa~m))~(b-m))U(unbn(u~m)) 
U(urlbrl(b-m))U((b’(b-m))-+.z’m)) 
G((ullm)-(b-m))U(url(b’m)) 
u((bnm)-(a-m))u(bn(a’m)) by Proposition A.27 
f((aI(b-rt2))n(mI(b’m)))u(an(b’m)) 
u((b-(a’m))n(m-(a-,n)))u;bn(a-m)) by Proposition A.26 
=(((~-(b-~))u(~n(b-~)))nc(~~(b~~))u(~n(b~~)))) 
U(((b-r(u’ m))u(bn(~~m)))n((ml(alm))u(bn(alm)))) 
=(an((m-(b’m))u(an(b-m)))) 
u(bn((mL(~-m))u(bn(aLm)))) by Proposition A.23 
=((an(m-(b’m)))u(an(b-m))) 
u((bn(m-(a-m)))u(bn(alm))) 
=(an(im-(b’m))u(b-m)))u(bn((mI(a-m))u(a-m))) 
=(an(mu(b-m)))u(bn(mu(alm))) by Proposition A.12 
=whub))u(bn(dh4)) by Proposition A. 12 
=(aub)n(Q:u(mua))n(bu(mub))n(muaub) 
=(t2ub)n(d_m)n(butf2) because m E u U 6 
=(~ub)n((unb)u(mnb)u(unm)um) 
=(uUb)flm because u ll 6 E m 
=m because m E a U 6. 
Therefore, 
m3u[(uLm)U(b~m)]b. (9 
(ii) u[(u~m)U(b~m)]b 
zu[u[m]b]b by Proposition B.12 
=u[(u+2)U(ullmllb)U(b~m)]b 
=a[(&-m)U(dlb)U(bLm)]b because a ll b c m 
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=(a~((a~m)u(un6)U(b-mj)) 
u(an((a’m)U(anb)U(b’m))n~) 
u(b'-((a-m)u(ar~6)u(6Lm!)) 
-(((u-qu ‘-m))‘(un6))‘(6’m))U(u~6) 
U(((6’(6’m))‘(un6))~(u-m)) 
=((m-b)‘(b”m))U(un6)U(( m L a) - (a A m)) by the assumptions 
=(eb)u(dlbjujm+i) by Proposition A.30 
=(k-(an6))u(d76j by Proposition A. 15 
=m. 
Therefore, 
u[(u+n)U(6~m)]b~m. (**) 
Putting (*) and (**) together, we have m 2 a[( a - m) U (6 L m)]b 2 m, hence, 
u[(u+z)U(b~m)]b=m. q 
Existence of a minimum compatible base 
In this section, we show that when the equation u[x]b = m has a solution for x, 
(Cl- rz)U (6 2 m) is the least solution. 
Theorem 4.19. If u[x]6 = m has a solution, then (a L m) U (6 2 m) is the minimum x 
such that a[~]6 = m. 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 4.18, if the equation a[ xl6 = m has a solution for 
x, then (a 2 m)U (6 2 m) is a solution to the equation. It remains to be shown that 
(a 2 m )LJ (6 L m) is the least solution. 
In the following derivation, let x be any solution to the equation c&[x]b = m. 
_L =m’m 
= u[x]b 2 m 
=((&X)u(dldlb)U(b-h))-h 
=((u~x)~m)U((u~xn6)-‘m)U((b’x)‘m) 
=((a-~m)~x)U((ullxn6)hz)U((b~m)~x) 
z((u’m)-x)U((b-m)-x) 
=((a-m)‘L_j(6’m))-XX. 
Therefore, i ((a’m)U(b’mj)‘x=I, and hence (uLm)U(bAm)cx. Cl 
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Properties of solutions of a[x]b = m 
Lemma 4.20. Solutio:?s of a[x]b = m are closed under Il. 
Proof. Let x1 and x2 be two solutions of a[x]b = m (i.e., a[x,]b = m and a[xJb = m). 
a[x,llx,]b=a[x,]bUa[x,]b by Proposition B.14 
=mUm 
= m. cl 
Theorem 4.21. Solutions of a[x]b = m form a meet semi-lattice with least element 
(aLm)i_r(bAin). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4.20, together with Theorem 4.19. Cl 
5. Aigebraic properties of double Brouwerian algebras 
This section concerns double Brouwerian algebras--Brouwerian algebras whose 
duals are also Brouwerian algebras. Section 5.1 introduces the quotient operation, 
which is the dual of the pseudo-difference operation. In Section 5.2, it is shown 
that the lattice of downwards-closed sets of dependence-graph slices is a double 
Brouwerian algebra. Section 5.3 concerns the operation that is the dual of the 
integration operation, and shows how the two operations are related. Section 5.4 
re-examines the questis? of when there is an integrand compatible with a given 
base base, integrand a, and result m and generalizes the result that was given earlier 
in Section 4.3. 
5.1. The quotier.! 0pera:ion 
Definition 5.1. For all x, y c DCS, the quotient of x with respect to y, denoted by 
x qy, is defined as 
x+y~{z~G,lAp~(y-x) such that psz}. 
That is, x + y is the complement of the upwards closure of y -3~. 
In the definition of x + y, elements of the set y -x represent forbidden (sub-)slices 
of members of x + y. The quotient operation is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
Example. Table 7 illustrates the differences between ordinary set difference (-), 
pseudo-difference (A), and quotient (+). 
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Note that because &-a is the singleton set 
(program I 
I x:=o;I 
; y:=x; 
pd0 J 
Fig. 11. The value of x + y is the complement of the upwards closure of y - x; that is, x + y consists of 
all elements that do nor dominate an element of y -x. Thus, x+ y excludes both of the shaded regions. 
In the algebra of downwards-closed sets of single-point slices, elements of the set y -x Tepresent forbidden 
(sub-)slices of members of x+-v. 
Table 7 
II a b a-b 0 -a 
(program , program] [program , program , program‘) 0(=-L) [program] 
;i ;_s ; ;&(i .I a.. n n. .z k := 0; 1 ( x:=0;) 
end0 1 1 end0 y:=x 1 1 y:=x I 
1 endO I bJ0 j -~ 
aA6 b- 0 
0 (= I) [progrilnl , program , prbgrzi41 
1 end0 x := 0 x := 0; ) 
I end0 y:=x 1 
1 enrl() j 
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a + b is the (infinite) set of all single-point slices that do not contain the (sub-)slice 
program 
x := 0; 
y := x 
end(). 
5.2. Double Brouwerian algebras 
Definition 5.2. A double Brouwerian algebra [ 161 is an algebra (L, U, n, 2, +, 
where both (L, U, ll, I, T) and (L, ll, U, +, T IT) are Brouwerian algebras. 
particular, 
(i) L is closed under f. 
(ii) For all a, b, and c in L, a+baciff a7bllc. 
Theorem 5.3. (DCS, u, n, --, +, G,) is a double Brouwerian algebra, where u is 
union and n is set intersection. 
T) 
In 
set 
Proof. We must show that (DCS, A, u, +, 0) is a Brouwerian algebra, which involves 
showing (1) DCS is closed under + and (2) for all a, b, c E DCS, a P b 2 c iff a 1 b n c. 
TO show property (l), consider any two elements a, b E DCS. From Definition 
5.1 (the definition of + in the algebra of downwards-closed sets of single-point 
slices) we see that, for all 4 E a + b, if z is a single-point slice of q, z is also a member 
of a-b, hence a+be DCS. 
Two show property (2), there are two cases to consider. 
* case: Assuming a +bzc, we must show that azbnc. 
Let 6 be the complement of b with respect o G1 (i.e., K= G, - b). From Definition 
5.11, we know that 6uazae-b. 
iiuaza+bzc 
(6ua)nbzbnc 
(6nb)u(anb)zbnc 
@w(anb)zbnc 
anbzbnc 
azbnc. 
e case: Assuming a 2 b n c, we must show that a + b =, c. 
Let z be a member of c; we will show that z E a + b. There are two cases to consider: 
(1) Suppose zEb. Because ZEC, zEb, and azbnc, we know z~a. By the 
downwards-closure property of elements of DCS, V’p E G, such that p s r, p E a. 
This means that p e (b - a). Hence, 2Ip E (b - a) such that p 6 z; consequently, 
zEa+b. 
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(2) Suppose z & 6. We first observe that z & (6 - a). Now suppose there exists a 
p~(6-a) such that p G z (*). By the downwards-closure property of elements elf 
DCS, because p G z and z E c, we know that p E c. But since p E (6 - a), we also have 
p E 6. Therefore p E 6 n c, which means that p E u (because a 2 6 n c). From p E a 
and p E 6, we conclude that p g (6 - a), which contradicts (*). Hence, zip E (6 - a) 
such that p G z; consequently, z E a f 6. cl 
5.3. An alternative way to perform integration 
This section concerns a new criterion for program integration, based on the 
operation that is the dual of the integration operation. After introducing a few new 
concepts that are needed to define the dual operation, we show how the two 
operations are related. 
Because the dependence-graph algebra is a double Brouwerian algebra, it is 
possible to perform integration using the dual of the operation a[ base]b. 
Definition 5.4. The dual integration of elements a and 6 with respect to element 
base is the element u(buse}b defined by 
Note that, in the algebra of downwa.-ds-closed sets of single-point slices, if a, 
base, and 6 are all finite sets, then u U 6useU 6 is finite. Hence, even though u + base 
and 6 + base are infinite sets, u{buse}b is guaranteed to be finite. 
‘We now investigate how u[buse]b and u{buse}b are related; the theorem proven 
below T,hows that u{6use}lb is always less than or equal to u[buse]b. We then give 
an example for which strict inequality holds. 
Theorem 5.5. u(buse)b E u[buse]b. 
Proof. 
u[buse]b 
=(u~6use)U(u~b)U(b~buse) by Corollary 4.2 
=((uU6)L6use)U(un6) by Proposition A.14 
=(uU((aU6)~6use))~(6U((uU6)-‘6use)) 
=(uU(u~buse)U(b~buse)) 
ll(bU(u3u:e)U(6~6use)) by Proposition A.14 
=(uU(6~6use))tl(6U(u~6use)) by Proposition A.1 1 
By the dual derivation, we have a{ base)6 = (a n (6 + base)) U (b ll (u + base)). 
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a(base)b A a[base]b 
=[(aIl(b+ base))U(bil( a+base))]-[(aU(bLbase))tl(bU(a’base))] 
=((aT!(b+base))L[(aU(bLbase))n(bU(aLbase))]) 
by Proposition A.14 
=((an(b+ base))‘(aU(b’bnse)))U((ail(b-.- base)):(bU(a’base))) 
U((bn(a~base))‘(aU(b’base)))U((bn(a~base))’(bU(a’base))) 
by Proposition A.15 
=((an(b;base))‘(bU(a-base)))U((bn(atbase))’(aU(bIbase))) 
(all(b+ base))+U(a 2 base)) 
by Proposition A.2. 
=((ail(b+base))‘(a’base))‘b by Proposition A.16 
I=((b+base)ll(aJ-(a-base)))‘b by Proposition A.25 
Es_((b+base)ll(allbase))Lb by Proposition A.27 
=(((b+base)flbase)P;ajLb 
=(bllbasdla)-b by the dual of Proposition A.12 
=_L by Proposition A.2. 
Similarly, (6 ll (a + base)) A (a U (b L base)) = 1. I-ience, a{ base} b - a[ base] b = I, 
and thus, by Proposition A.2, a{ base}b E a[ base] b. El 
Example. Returning once again to the integration example from Sections 2.2 and 
3.4, we can show that the inequality in the above theorem is, at times, strict; the 
sets of programs shown in the table in Fig. 12 have the property that DC(A)- 
(DC( Base)}DC(B) is strictly less than DC (A)[ DC ( Base)] DC ( B). Because 
DC(A){DC( Base)}DC( B) is the intersection of DC(A) + DC( Base) with 
(DC(A) u DC( &se) u DC(B)) n (DC(B) + DC( Base)), none of the following 
three single-point slices, which are all members of DC( A)[ DC( Base)]DC( B), occur 
in DC(A){DC(Base)}DC(B): 
program program program 
x:= 0; x := 0; x := 0; 
y:= x y:=x; v:=x; w 
endO z:=y z:= J 
endO end(z). 
This example illustrates a fundamental ditierence between integrating by the 
operation a[ base]b and integrating by a{ base}b. With a[ base]b an insertion made 
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DC(A) DC (Bare) DC(B) 
DC (program) DC fprogranil DC (program 1 
I x:=01 I r:=O;l I 
bW j I Y :=x l x:=0; I 
lend@. rd I y:=x; z:=y I 
$wx, y, 2)) 
DC(A)~DC(Base) DC(A)nDC(Buse)nDC(B) DC(B)-DC(Base) DC(A)[DC(Bme)]DC(B) 
0(=I) DC bwnil DC (program) DC [program) 
I x:=01 I x:=o;l I x := 0; l 
lend(x) J 
I y 
:=x;l 
I y 
:=x; l 
z:=y l z:=y I 
bJW j (endk z) j 
DC(A)+DC(Base) DC(A)uDC(Bae)uDC(B) DC(B)+DC(Bme) DC(A)( DC(Bm 
G, -f= G11 pyy; Is1 DC fprogram 1 G, (=V DC [prograni) 
:- ; 
1 i x:=0; I 
I x:=01 
I 
y :=x; 
knd(4 J 
1 I z:=y I 
lendcx. v. zjl 
Fig. 12. The table given above illustrates both the integration operation and the dual of the integration 
operation in the double Brouwerian algebra (DCS, u, n, I, 9, G,). The sets of programs in this example 
have the property that DC(A){DC(Buse)}DC(B) is strictly less than DC(A)[DC(Buse)]DC(B). 
in one integrand can “override” a deletion in the other integrand; in the ehdmple 
shown above, the insertion of statement z := y in integrand DC(B) overrides the 
deletion of y := x from integrdnd DC(A). By contrast, with a{base}b a deletion in 
one integrand can override an insertion in the other integrand; in the example, the 
deletion of statement y := x from integrand DC(A) overrides the insertion of z := y 
in integrand DC(B). Consequently, we say that rr{base}b is the deletion-preserving 
integration of a and b with respect to base. 
Remark. As a practical matter, the deletion-preserving integration operation is 
probably less important than the integration operation, since the emphasis in 
producing software is usually on enhanced functionality (i.e., insertions) rather than 
on reduced functionality. Thus, ordinarily it is desirable that an element deleted as 
part of (say) programmer A’s change but needed for programmer B’s change (such 
as statement y := x in the example given above) should appear in the integrated 
program. Only occasionally is it important to emphasize reduced functionality-for 
example when creating a specialized version of a system to run on a machine with 
a small address space. 
5.4. Existence of a maximum compatible integrand 
This section re-examines the question of when there is an integrand compatible 
with a given base base, inregcand a, and result m. In particular, we give a closed 
fcrmula for the greatest solution of the equation a[base]x = m and show that it is, 
in fact, the greatest solution. (Note that our rormula for the greatest solution makes 
use of the cjuotient operation, and thus holds only for double Brouwerian algebras.) 
This result is then used to extend Tleorem 4.12; Theorem 5.9 shows that, if they 
exist, the solutions to a[ base]x = m form a distributive lattice with z !:ast element 
and a greatest element. 
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Definition 5.6. x~,, 4 m U (base ll (m + a)). 
Theorem 5.7. If a[ base] m = m then x,,,,, is the maximum x such that a[base]x = m. 
Proof. Part I. Show that a[base]x,,,,, = m. 
The proof breaks into two parts: in part (i), we show that a[ baselx,,,,, =I m; in 
part (ii), we show that a[ baselx,,, c m. 
(i) a[ base]x,,,,, = a[base](mU(basell(m+a))) 
=a[base]mUa[base](basell(m+a)) by Proposition B.9 
=mUa[base](basefl(m+a)) 
2m. (*) 
(ii) a[base]x,,, = a[base](mU(basell(.m+a))) 
=a[base]mUa[base](basetl(m+a)) by Proposition B.9 
=mUa[base](basell(m-+a)) 
~mU(a[base]basella[base](m+a)) by Proposition B.10 
= mU(alla[base](m+a)) by Proposition B.1 
-mU(ar?((er Lbase)U(allbasell(m+a))U((m+a)‘base))) 
=mU(on(a-base))U(&Inanbnsen(m~u)) 
U(all((m+a)-base)). 
Because a A base c a, the second term (all (a L base j) simplifies to a L base. By 
the dual of Proposition A.12, all (m + a) = all m, so the third term simplifies to 
all basen m. However, (a 2 base)U(all basell m)ca[baseJm = m, so the last line 
in the above derivation simplifies to m U (a ll ((m + a) L base)). 
Additional simplification is possibie because, by Proposition A.1 1, we have 
(m+a)‘basecm + a. Therefore, a ll ((m + a) 2 base) E m, and 
a [ base]x,,,,, c m. (**) 
Combining (*) and (**), we have m c a[ base]x,,X c m; hence, a[base]x,,, = m. 
Part II. Show that xmax is the maximum x such that a[ base]x = m. 
Suppose that x is an element such that a[ base]x = m. We will demonstrate that 
XEX,,,. 
m = a[base]x 
=(a-base)U(anbasenx)U(xLbase), i 
x2basecm 
xEmU base, (*) 
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allbaseflxcm 
xc_m+(all base). (**) 
htthg (*) and (**) together, we have 
x,c(mUbuse)fl(m+(aIlbuse)) 
=(m~(m+(uflbuse)))~J(busell(m+(u~lbuse))) 
=mU(busell(m+(uilbuse))) by the dual of Proposition A.13 
= mU(buseIl((buse!lm) 
+(busen(&buse)))) by the dual of Proposition A.21 
=mU(b~~~~l((buse~m)+(busellu))) 
=mU(sasKl(m+tr)) by the dual of Pro 
=x max - cl 
Properties of solutions of u[buse]x = m 
We can now extend the results from Section 4 concerning the properties of 
solutions of a[ buse]x = m. 
Lemma 5.8. Solutions of a[ base Jx = m ure closed under U. 
Proof. Let xl and x2 be two so!utions of u[buse]x = m (i.e., u[buse]x, = m and 
a[ buse]x2 = m). 
u[buse](x,Ux,) = u[buse]x,Uu[buse]x, by Proposition B.9 
= mUm 
= m. cl 
Theorem 5.9. Solutions of u[buse]x = m form u distributive lattice with least element 
xmin and greatest element x,,,,,. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.12, together with Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.8 q 
Theorem 5.9 is illustrated in Fig. 13, 
6. Some practical considerations 
6.1. Implemen tution 
A program-integration tool that uses the HPR algorithm has been demonstrable 
since the summer of 1987 [24,27]. With the integration tool, one is able to display 
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Fig. 13. 
base 
m 
If solutions to the equation o[base]x = M exist, then m itself is a solution, and the set of solutions 
forms a distributive lake with least element x,,,,,, and greatest element -Ll, - 
program slices and integrate programs; if interference is detected during integration 
(i.e., integration fails), the system provides an interactive facility to help the user 
diagnose the cause of interference [23]. 
The user interface for the integration tool incorporates a language-specific editor 
created using the Synthesizer Generator, a meta-system for creating interactive, 
language-based program-development systems [21]. The editor of the program- 
integration tool automatically supplies tags on program components (i.e., assignment 
statements and predicates) so that common components can be identified in different 
versions. Data-flow analysis of programs is carried out according to the editor’s 
defining attribute grammar and used to construct program dependence graphs. 
Commands add& to the editor make use of these graphs to perform their actions. 
For example, the integration command invokes the integration algorithm on the 
program dependence graphs, reports whether the variant programs interfere, and, 
if there is no interference, builds the integrated program. 
The implementation has recently been extended to incorporate the ideas described 
in this paper. The integration tool now also incorporates an editor and an interpreter 
for a higher-order functional language that operates on values of type Brouw, where 
a Brouw value is a downwards-closed set of (tagged) single-point slices. The primitive 
operations on Brouw values are the join, meet, and pseudo-difference operations 
of a Brouwerian algebra, together with 5 ternary operation for integration. Functional 
expressions are built up using lambda-abstraction, application, conditional 
expressions, let-clauses, and a least fixed-point operator. (Boolean and integer values 
are also provided.) A free variable in an expression (say x) denotes the Brouw 
created from the program in editing buffer x (i.e., DC(xj). If no such buffer exists, 
the value is I, the least Brouw value. The editor displays a type for each expression; 
these types are supplied using the Milner algorithm for polymorphic type idkrence 
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(algorithm W) [6,17]. An evaluation command added to the editor invokes the 
interpreter on the expression, and-- if the final result is a Brouw-bui!ds the corre- 
sponding program (if one exists). 
6.2. Integration without tags 
Recall that in Section 2.2, we stated a requirement that a special program editor 
be used to create the program variants from the base program. Our assumption 
about this editor was that it provides a tagging capability so that common components 
can be identified in all versions. In the BrcQwerian algebra (DC’S, u, n, -, G,) 
defined Section 3.2, the elements are dowr,wcr?rds-closed ts of tagged single-point 
slices; the tags on slice vertices are those supplied by the special program editor. 
A different Brouwerian algebra that can bc used for integrating programs is one 
whose elements are downwards-closed sets of untagged single-point slices. For this 
to work, we need a notion of slice isomorphism. For the purpose of defining such a 
notion it is convenient to add an additional label on flow dependence edges: if 
vertex v represents a program component that assigns to variable X, and x is the 
ith operand of the program component represented by W, then the (set-valued) label 
on edge v jf w contains i. (For example, if x is used as both the ith and jth 
operands, then the label on edge v *f w is {i,j}.) 
Definition 6.1. Two single-point slices si and s2 are isomorphic with respect g vertices 
v1 and v2 iff all of the following hold: 
(1) Slices s1 and s2 have the same number of vertices and the same number of edges. 
(2) (sJ v,) = s1 and (s2/v2) = s2 both hold. 
(3) There is a l-to-l and onto map M from the vertices of s1 to the vertices of s2, 
such that: 
(i) M(v,) - v2. 
(ii) For all vertices w of Si, w and M(w) are the same kind of vertex (i.e., 
entry, assignment-statement, if-predicate, while-predicate, initial- 
definition, p - final-use). 
(ii! For all vertices w of sI , w and M(w) have identical abstract syntax trees 
(i.e., corresponding internal nodes of the twc vertices’ abstract syntax trees 
contain the same operator, and corresponding leaf nodes contain the same 
identifier or the same constant). 
(4) For every edge e = v 3 w in s1 there is an edge e’ = M(v) --) M(w) in s2 such that: 
li) The edge type of e (control, loop-independent flow, loop-carried flow, or 
def-order) is the same as the edge type of e’. 
(ii) If e is a control dependence edge th n its true/false label matches the 
true/false label of e’. 
(iii) If e is a flow dependence edge th n its operand-number label matches the 
operand-number label of e’. 
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(iv) If e is a loop-carried flow dependence edge with carrying-loop-predicate 
label p then the carrying-loop-predicate label of e’ is M(p). 
(v) If e is a def-order edge with witness-vertex label u then the witness-vertex 
label of e’ is M(U). 
What makes it plausible to use downwards-closed sets of untagged single-point 
slices for program integration is that, given slices S, and sI! and vertices U, and v2, 
it is possible to test in linear time whether s1 and sZ are isomorphic with respect to 
v1 and v2 [ 121. Furthermore, by using hashing techniques the slice-set manipulations 
needed to perform operations in the algebra of downwards-closed untagged single- 
point slices can be performed in linear expected time (i.e. expected time linear in 
the sum of the sfzcs bS the argument sets). The drawback of using untagged slice 
sets is that it entails a&Gtional costs for finding the program that corresponds to 
the set of dependence graphs that result from an integration.13 
It must be noted that the two different definitions of slice-set algebras correspond 
to two different relatives of the HPR algorithm. In the algebra based on downwards- 
Cc- ,:d sets of untagged slices, if a program has multiple slices that are isomorphic, 
the corresponding slice set will have only one copy of the duplicated slice. For 
example, both of the following programs 
program 
x := 0; 
y:= x; 
w := x 
CSld() 
program 
x:= 0; 
Y := X’ 
x’ := ci; 
w := x 
endO 
have the following set of (untagged) slices: 
f program, program, program, program 1 
{ end( j l - x l - 0 _y := 0; x:= ’ 0 ’ 
‘) 
1 end() 
y := x w := x 1 
L endO endO J 
For this reason, the integration algurithm based on sets of untagged slices can 
produced a different answer than the algorithm based on sets of tagged slices (both 
in terms of the final program that is the result of an integration, as well as in the 
notion of when an integration fails due to inteterence). Nevertheless, for both 
algebras when the set resulting from an integration is feasible, the Intgeration 
Theorem (Theorem 2.9) holds. In other words, the same characterization of the 
execution behavior of the integrated program in terms of the execution behaviors 
of the base program and the two integrands applies to the HPR algorithm and to 
both slice-set algebras. 
” Defining a good heuristic for this program-reconstitution problem remains an open question. 
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The benefits of doing without tags are two-fold. First, the class of integration 
problems that can be handled successfully (i.e., without interference being reported) 
in the algebra based on sets of untagged slices is strictly larger than the class that 
can be handled in the algebra based on tagged slices. (The latter coincides with the 
class handled by the HPR algorithm.) Second, it is no longer necessary for program 
integration to be supported by a closed system; in principle, programs can be 
integrated even if they are created using ordinary text editors. 
7. Relation to previous work 
There has been previous work on merging functional programs [ 11, logic programs 
[ 151, and specifications [4]. Different models of integration have beeii used in each 
case. In Berzins’s work on integrating functional programs, variants A and B are 
merged without regard +(I, Base. The functional program that results from the merge 
preserves the (entire) behavior of both; thus, A and B cannot be merged if they 
conflict at any point where both are defined. Similarly, Lakhotia and Sterling’s 1-l 
join operation is a two-way merge. However, in their work there is no notion ol 
interference, and the characterization of the semantic properties of the merged 
program was left as an open question in [15]. Feather’s work on integrating 
specifications does take Base into account, but although the integration algorithm 
preserves synrdtiis lqodifications, it does not guarantee any semantic properties of 
the integrated specificatro,+. Roth the H3R algorithm and the algorithm introduced 
in Section 3 for integrating programs by combining downwards-closed sets of 
single-point slices are three-way integration operations that satisfy the semantic 
criterion stated in Se~rion 1. 
The notation a[ base]b that has been used here for the integration operation in 
Brouwerian algebras is taken from a paper by Hoare in which he investigated some 
of the properties of a[base]b in Boolean algebras [7,8]. However, nearly all of the 
questions examined in this work (for Brouwerian algebras) were not addressed by 
Hoare (for Boolean algebras). 
In unpublished work, Susan Horwitz and I found proofs of several algebraic 
properties of the HPR algorithm. The results given in this work consist of the 
analogues for Brouwerian algebras of these earlier results, tagether with a number 
of new results. However, the method of proof used in this work is very different 
from the proof techniques used to establish these earlier results, which inbrolved 
complic:3ted arguments -with many sub-cases and argument by reductio ad absur- 
dum--about operations on dependence graphs. In contrast, the proofs given in this 
work are strictly algebraic in nature, making use of the rich set of algebraic laws 
- that hold in Brouwerian algebras. 
The work described here was motivated by the desire to find a simpler way to 
prove properties about progrpm integration. In this, I feel il: succeeds-proofs in 
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Brouwerian algebra are much less compliczied than 4rect proofi3, about dependence 
graphs. It also provides a framework for studying common proper5es of program- 
integration algorithms. TFe integration operation in a Brouwerian algebra is defined 
purely in terms s?L_l, ll, arrd -t, and thus has an analogue in all Brouwerian algebras. 
Thus, to show that a proposed program-integration algorithm shares these properties, 
one merely iras to show that ihe algorithm can be formulated as sn integration 
operation in a Brouwerian algebra. 
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Appendix A: Algebraic Paws for Brouwerian algebras 
This appendix covers the algebraic laws that hold for Brouwerian algebras.14 The 
material presented here mzkes the paper essendally self-contained. (Several of the 
easier proofs have been omitted and serve as simple exercises for the reader.) Not 
all of the propositions listed below are actually used in the paper; those not used 
have been included as additional background material. Further information about 
Brouwerian algebras can be found in [ 161 and [20]. 
In double Brouwerian algebras, the algebraic properties of + are dual to the ones 
listed below; given a property for I, the corresponding property for + is obtained 
by making the following substitutions: i_J for ll, ll for U, + for l., E for 7, 2 for 
E, and “max” for “min”. 
PropositiorP A, 1. aLb=min(zIaGbUz}. 
I4 Propositions A.2-A.21 are taken from a list given bn [20, pp. Y&60]. (In [2@], the laws are expressed 
in dual form, using a “cseudo-complement” operator, ather than in the form given in Appendix A, 
where pseudo-diflerencz is used.) 
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Proof. The proof breaks into two parts: in part (i), we show that a - 6 E {z 1 a L 6 U z}; 
in part (ii), we show that, for all w E (z 1 a E 6 U z}, w 2 a L 6. 
(9 a’bGa:b 
aE(a-6)Ub by Definition 3S(iii). 
Therefore, a 2 6 E {z 1 a c: 6 Ll z}. 
(ii) Suppose wE{zlacbUz}. 
wU6aa 
wza”b by Definition 3.5( iii) 
Therefore, a - 6 = min(z [ a E 6 IJ z}. 0 
Proposition A.2. 6 - a = _L ifl a 2 6. 
Proof. + case: Show that 6 2 a = I implies a 2 6. 
6AaEI 
bEaU_L by Definition 3S(iii) 
=a . 
e case: Show that a a 6 implies 6 A a = 1. 
6Ea 
=aU_L 
b-asl by Definition 3S(iii). Cl 
Proposition A.3. a = biflbLa=~=a-6. 
Proof. 1 case: Show that a = 6 inylies 6 A a = 1 and a 2 6 = I. 
a 2 6 and 6 z a; therefore, by Proposition A.2, 6 L a = A_ and a 2 6 = 1. 
C case: Show that 6 A a == I and a 2 6 = I implies a = 6. 
6 La = I and a - 6 = _L; therefore, by Proposition A.2, a 16 and 6 z a, which in 
turn implies a = 6. 0 
Proposition A.4. a 2 a = 1. 
Proposition A.5 I I a = 1. 
Proposition A.6. 6 1 I = 6. 
Proof. 
(9 6cbLU 
6+LEb by Definition 3.5(iii). 
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(ii) bL_LcbLl 
k(b’i)LJI by Definition 3S(iii) 
=b-1. 
Therefore, 6 A _I_ = 6. Cl 
Proposition A.7. (a L a) Ll 6 = 6. 
Proposition A.8 a Ll(6 1- a) 7 6. 
Proposition A.9. If a, _ Ia then b’a2=1b+,. 
Proof. 
alaa by supposition 
a,LJ(b’u2)~a2U(b-a~) 
ab by Proposition A.8. 
a, l_J (6 2 a2) a 6, hence, by Definition 3S(iii), b A a,~ 6 -1. a,. Cl 
Proposition A.lO. If bl J b2 then 6, L a J b2 - a. 
Proof. 
QL-0, h)Jb, by Proposition A.3 
a b2 by supposition 
b,-aabZLa by Definition 3S(iii). Cl 
Proposition A.1 1. 6 z 6 L a. 
Proposition A.12. a U (6 L a) = a U 6. 
Proof. 
(9 b”acb by Proposition A.1 1 
aU(b~a)caUb. 
(ii) ~2Ll(6~a)7a 
aU(6-a)7b by Proposition A.8 
aU(b-a)7QI Jb. 
Therrrxe, aU(bL~j=aLJ6. El 
Proposition A.13. (6 -‘- a) U 6 = b. 
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Proposition A.14. (b~a)U(c’~)=(bU~)~a. 
Prod. 
(i) 6LaE(6LJc)La by Proposition A.10 
c’uc(6LJc)“u by Proposition A.10 
(6’u)LJ(c’a)c_(6L_ic)‘u. 
(ii) 6UccuUbUc 
=uu(6’u)U(c-a) by Proposition A. 12 
(6Uc)‘uE(b-u)U(c’u) by Definition M(iii). 
Putting (*) and (**) together, we have (b+z)U(c+z)=(6U~)%z. 0 
Proposition A.15 (c~u)U(~~6)=c~(uFl6). 
Proof. 
(8 c-(ull6)=lc-a by Proposition A.9 
c’(un6)=lc~6 by Proposition A.9 
c+zn6)7(c-Lu)U(c-6). 
(ii) cc(cUu)ll(cUb) 
(*I 
(**) 
(*ic) 
=(cUuU(c-6))n((c+z)UcUb) by Proposition A.1 1 
=((c-%z)U(c’6)Uu)n((c+z)U(c~6)U6) by Proposition A.12 
=((c-u)U(cA6))U(ui--i6) 
c-+dlb)c(c+z)U(c’b) by Definition 3S(iii). {**) 
Putting (*) and (**) together, we have c L (a tl6) = (c A u)U (c L 6). Cl 
Proposition A.16. (c~6)h~=c~(uU6)=(c~u)~6. 
Proof. 
(9 crcUuU6 
=(c’(uU6))U(uU6) by Proposition A.1 2 
c-6c(c-(uU6))Ua by Definition 3S(iii) 
(c’6)‘uEc-‘-(uU6) by Definition 3.5( iii). (*) 
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(ii) cECUbLJa 
=(C~b)L_laUb by Proposition A.12 
=((~~b)‘u)lJaUb by Proposition A.12 
cqaUb)c(c-@-a by Definition 3.5( iii). (**) 
Putting (*) and (**) together, we have c 2 (a U 6) = (c 2 6) 2 a. By symmetry, 
c-qaUb)=(c-a)-% cl 
Proposition A.17Q a -+I(L)~C)q(6-a)‘e). 
Proof. 
b-cs(aUb)“c by Proposition A.10 
=((b’a)Ua)‘c by Proposition A.12 
=((b-ra)-c)U(a’c) by Proposition A. 14. 
Therefore, b;/ Definition 3S(iii), a L c 2 (6 L c) 2 (( 6 2 a) 2 c). 0 
Proposition A.M. (bLa)U(cL6)acAa. 
Proof. 
ccaubuc 
=aUbU(c’b) by Proposition A.12 
=aU(b”a)U(Gb) by Proposition A. 12. 
Therefore, by Definition 3S(iii), (6 1. a) U (c L 6) 2 c L a. Cl 
Proposition A.19. (6’~)7(c~a)~(c~b). 
Proposition A.20. a 2 (a U 6) L 6. 
Proof. 
(aL_Jb)Lb=(aAb)U(b’b) by Proposition A. 14 
=(a-~)U_L by Proposition A.4 
=a ‘6 
La by Proposition A.1 1. 0 
Proposition A.21. cU((cU6)~(cUa))=cU(6’a). 
200 T. Reps 
Proof. 
cU((cUb)~(cUa))=~U((c~(cUa))U(b’(cUa))) by Proposition A.14 
=cu(lU(6’(cUa))) by Proposition A.2 
=cU(b’(cL_Jar)) 
=cu((bkz)-+) by Proposition A.16 
=cU(b+I) by Proposition A. 12. q 
Proposition A.22. (a 2 6) 2 (a il6) = a 2 6. 
Proof. 
(u’b)-(url6)=(( u~6)~u)U((u~6)~6) by Proposition A.15 
=((u~u)~6)U(u~(6LJ6)) by Proposition A.16 
=(_LAb)U(u’6) by Proposition A.4 
=_~U(u’b) by Proposition A.5 
=ulb. Cl 
Proposition A.23. (6 2 a) U (6 ll a) = 6. 
Proposition A.24. (cl-6)~u=(c~u)~(6~u). 
Proof. 
(i) uU(6~u)U((c~6)+z)=uU6U(c~6) by Proposition A.12 
= uU6Uc by Proposition A. 12 
2 c. 
cEuU(6-u)U((c-6)‘u) 
c+2~(6~u)U((c’6)‘u) by Definition 3.5(iii) 
(c’-u)-q6+z)c((c~6)-a) by Definition 3.5(iii). (*) 
(ii) 61bLu by Proposition A.1 1 
(c-Lu)-(6-u)=l(c’u)-6 by Proposition A.9 
=(G6)+2 by Proposition A. 16. (**) 
Putting (*I and (**) together, we have (c~6)-‘u~(c+2)~(6+2)7o-a; 
therefore, 
(c-b)+= (c”-u)“(b-a). 0 
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Proposition A.25 ((af16)Lc~all(bLc). 
Proof. 
((an6)-c)‘(arl(b-+)) 
=(((arl6)“c)~a)U(((arl6)-c)qGc)) by Proposition A.15 
=(((d-ib)-a)-c)u((d7b)-+u(b+))) by Proposition A.16 
=(_L’c)LJ((d-l6)‘ji?Uc)) by Propositions A.2 and A.12 
=_Lu_L by Propositions A.5 and A.12 
=_L. 
Therefore, by Proposition A.2, (a ll6) A c E a ll(6 A c). q 
Proposition A.26. (al16)-rcc(a~c)ll(6~c). 
Proof. 
((an6)-c)ca’c by Proposition A.10 
((al--lb)‘c)~6’c by Proposition A. 10. 
Therefore, (allb)~c~(a~c)ll(b~c). Cl 
Proposition A.27. 6 - (6 L a) E a n 6. 
Proof. 
6=(ai-l6)Ll(6~a) by Proposition A.23 
6~(al-16)U(6La) 
b’(b’a)r=allb by Definition 3S(iii). 0 
Proposition A.28. If a - 6 E 6, then a c 6. 
Proposition A.29. c-(aUb)E(c’a)Il(clb). 
Proof. 
c~(aU6)~(c’a) by Proposition A.9 
c-+U6)E(c’6) by Proposition A.9. 
Therefore, c-(aU6)E(c’a)ll(cL6). 0 
Proposition A.30. (a~6)~(6~a)=a~6. 
T. Reps 
Proof. 
(i) (aLb)L(bLa)La2b by Proposition A.1 1 
(ii) (a~b)~(6~a)3(aL6)~6 by Propositions A.9 and A.1 1 
=a’6 by Proposition A.16 
Therefore, (a~b)~(b~a)=a-6. 0 
Proposition A.31. (aUb)-(anB)=(a-b)U(b-a). 
Proposition A.32. a 2 (a fl6) = a 2 6. 
Appendix B: Algebraic laws for the integration operation 
This appendix gives proofs of the algebraic laws for the integration operation 
that were stated in Section 4.1. 
Proposition B.1. a[~]6 = h. 
Proof. 
a[a]6=(a-a)U(anan6)U(6’a) 
=u._J(an6)L;(6+z) 
= 6 by Proposition A.23. Cl 
Proposition B.2. a[ base]a = a. 
Proof. 
a[6ase]a=(a~6ase)U(a~6ase~a)U(a~6ase) 
=(u’buse)U(anbuse) 
=a by Proposition A.23. III 
Proposition B.3. a[ _/_I6 = a U 6. 
Proof. 
a[l]b=(a’l)U(anInb)U(bII) 
=aUb. 0 
Proposition B.4. a [ ~16 = a ll6. 
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Proof. 
a[T]6=(a’T)~(a~Tf-lb)~(b’T) 
=lLl(arl6)Lll 
=an6. 0 
Proposition B.5. a [ u ll 616 = a U 6. 
Proof. 
a[an6]6=(a’(an6))U(anan6n6)U(6’(an6)) 
=((aUb)‘(anb))U(anb) 
=(aUb)U(anb) by Proposition A.12 
=aUb. Cl 
Proposition B.6. a[ a U 616 = a il6. 
Proof. 
a[aU6]6=(a’(aU6))lJ(an(aU6)n6)U(6’(aU6)) 
=Jll(an6)U~ by Proposition A.2 
=arlb. cl 
Proposition B.7. a [ base]_L = a 2 base. 
Proof. 
a[6ase]~=(a2base)U(an6asen~)U(I~6ase) 
=(a~base)U~U~ 
=4 L base. Cl 
Proposition B.8. a[ base]T = Q U (T L base). 
Proof. 
a[6ase]T=(a~6ase)U(an6adlT)Ll(T~6ase) 
=(a~base)U(aTlbase)U(T~base) 
=aU(TA6ase) by Proposition A.23. Cl 
Proposition .9. a[6ass](x,Ux2)=a[6use]x,Ua[6ase]x~. 
T. Reps 
Proof. 
a[base](x,Llx2) 
=(a-“base)U(allbaseil(x,Ux2))U((x1Ux2)~base) 
= (a’base)U(anbaseflx,)U(anbaseflx2)U(x1-Lbase)U(xz-base) 
by Proposition A.14 
=a[base]x,da[base]x,. Cl 
Proposition B.10. a[base](x, llx2)ca[base]x, n a[base]x2. 
Proof. Because a Il base ll (x1 ll x2) c a ll base ll x1 and (x, ll x2) L base E x1 - base, 
we have 
a[base](x,nx,) = (a A b~se)u(dlbtdl(x,nx,))u((x,rlX2)~b~se) 
E(u’busP)U(unbasenx,)U(x,‘base) 
= a[base]x, . 
Therefore, a[base](x,flx,)E a[base]x,. Similarly, we have a[base](x, fl x2) z 
a[ base]x, . Consequently, a[ base](x, ll x2) c a[ base]x, il a[ hkJx2. r] 
Proposition B.ll. a[base]b is monotonic in a. 
Proof. Suppose a c Q’. We will show that a[ base] b E a’[ base] 6. 
a[base]h 2 a’[base]b 
=((a’base)U(anbasen6)U(b-base)) 
-((a ‘-base)U(a’nbasenb)U(b’base)j 
=((a~base)~((a ‘“base)U(a’nbasenb)U(b-base))) 
U((anbasenb)“((a’-base)U(a’nbasenb)U(b’base))) 
U((b~base)~((a ‘~base)U(a’llbase~b)U(b~base))) 
by Proposition A. 14 
=(((LI L base) “(a “base))‘(a’nbasenb)U(b’base))) 
ci((dlhsenb) ~(a’nbasenb))-((a’“base)U(6_base))) 
I_~(((b-base)-(b-base)) “((a’-Ezase)U(a’nbaserI&))) 
by Proposition A.16 
=_LULU_L=I. 
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Therefore, by Proposition A.2, a[ Gase]b c a’[ 6~~16. Cl 
Proposition B.12. a[base]b is antimonotonic in base. 
Proof. Suppose base E base’. We will show th;dt a[ base’]6 E a[ 6ase]6. 
a[base’]b 2 a[6ase]6 
=((a~6ase’)Ll(all6ase’il6)U(6~5ase’))~a[6ase]6 
=((a~6ase’)~a[6ase]6)U((a~6ase’il6)~a[6ase]6) 
U( (6 z Gase’) 2 a[base]b) by Proposition A.14 _ - 
=((alhase’)‘(( a~6ase)U(al16ast416)U(6~6use))) 
U((ail6adl6)~((a~6a.~e)U(all6a~ell6)U(6~6a~e))) 
U((6~6ase’)~((a~6ase)U(all6aseTi6)U(6~6ase))) 
=~U((a~ba~e’~b)~((a~ba~e)U(a~ba~e~b)U(6~6a~e)))U~ 
by Propositions A.9 and A.2 
=((all6a~e’ll6)~(all6a~ell6))~((a,J6)~6a~~) 
by Propositions A.16 and A.14 
=(((a~6a~e’~6)~a)U((a~6a~e’~6)-~6a~e)U((a~6a~~’~6)~6)) 
-L((aUb)-base) by Proposition A.15 
=(_LJ((ail6ase’r;6)~6ase)U~)~((aU6)~6ase) 
by Proposition A.2 
=((afl6ase’Il6)~6use)~((aU6)~6ase) 
=(all6udll6)~(6useU((aU6)~6ase)) 
by Proposition A. 16 
=(atlba~e’llb)~(aUbaseUb) by Proposition A. 12 
=_L. 
Therefore, by Proposition A.2, a[base’]b c a[ base]b. Cl 
Proposition B.13. a[x,Ux2J6~u[x,]611a[xJ6. 
Proof. 
a[x,LJx~]6Ea[x,]6 by Proposition B.12 
agxJ_Jx~]6Ea[x,]6 by Proposition B.12 
Therefore, a[x, U x216 E a[x,]btl a[x2]6. Cl 
212 II Reps 
Proposition BJ4. a[x, /lx,]6 = a[x,]b U a[x,]h 
Proof. 
a[x~nx~]6=(a’(x,nX,))U(4nb)U((b-(x,nx,))) by Corollary 4.2 
=(a~x,)U(a~~~)U(a~6)U(b~x,)U!6~x,) by Proposition A.15 
= a[x,]bU a[xJb by Corollary 4.2. 0 
Proposition B.15. a[base]b 2 base = (a - basl) U (6 - base). 
Proof. 
a[base]b L base 
=((a~base)U(all6asellb)U(6~6ase))~6ase 
=((a~6as+6ase)U((all6asell6)~6ase) 
U((b~base)~base) by Proposition A.14 
=(&6ase)ULl(6~6ase) by Proposition A.2 
=(a~6me)U(6~6ase). El 
Proposition B.16. a[ base 16 L 6 = (a 2 base) 2 6. 
Proof. 
aLbase] 2 6 
=((a-~6~se)U(a~base~b)U(b~base))~b 
=((~~bas+b)U((d76asellb)~b) 
U((blbase)‘b) 
=((a~6ase)L6)U_LU~ 
=( a -L base) 2 6. El 
by Proposition A.14 
by Proposition A.2 
Appendix C: Relationship between pseudo-difference and quotient 
This appendix gives a few laws that relate the operations U, ll, ,L, and f in a 
double Brouwerian algebra. 
Proposition Cl. (a+6)n(6+7)=an(bLa). 
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Proof. The proof splits into two cases: in part (i), we show that (a t 6) t-7 (6 2 a) E a n 
(6-a); in part (ii), we show that (a+6)ll(6~a)~a~(&a). 
(i) We will show that (a+6)ll(b+z)~all(6+z). 
(a+b)n(b%z)ca+b, so ((a+6)~(6-a))ll6ca. (*) 
(a+b)ll(b~u)~b+z~6, therefore 
((a-+6)ll(6kz))l-l6=(a~6)ll(6’a). (**) 
Substituting (**j into (*), we have 
(a+b)rl(b-a&a. 
Therefore, 
(a+6)l-l(6-k)c_aI-l(6’a). (-0 
(ii) We will show that (a~6)Il(6~a)~all(6~a) by showing that (a) b’az 
all(b-u), and (b) a+b~aFl(b~a). 
(a) follows immediately from the properties of Il. To show (b), we have 
a7a 
7arl(b’a) 
36rlarl(6-a). 
Therefore, a + 6 a a fl(6 - a). Thus, 
(a+6)r-l(6-a)aal-l(6’a). (5) 
Combining (t) and ($j, we have (a+b)ll(b+z)=all(6~a). Cl 
Propositim C.2. bU((6+a)~a)=6+u. 
Proof. The proof splits into two cases: in part (i), we show that blr (( 6 + a) 2 a) c 
b+a; in part (ii), we show that 6U((6+a)~a)~6+u. 
(i) bcb+a by the dual of Proposition A.1 1 
(b+a)-acbsa by Proposition A. 11. 
Therefore, 
bL_J((b++a)cb-+a. 
(ii) bzull(b+a) by the dual of Proposition A.8 
~(6sa)‘((6sa)‘a) by Proposition p..??. 
(*) 
Therefore, 
6U((b+u)‘a)~6+a. (**) 
214 T. Reps 
Putting (*) and (**) together, we have h +a~bU((b+a)~/r)S.c-LZ. Therefore, 
bU((bia)+2)=b-+a. cl 
Corollary C.3. (b+~2)~bE(b+a)~a. 
Proof. 
bPu=Q!_J((btu)~u) by Proposition C.2 
bsa~bLJ((b+a)‘u) 
(b-+_a)‘bc(bca)‘u by Definition 3S(iii). 0 
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